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PREFACE

This report describes a research program involving,, the development,

validation and use of the Individualised Classroom Environment Questionnaire

LICEQ), an instrument which differs from other
t

widely used classroom environ-

ment scales in two kg ways. First, the ICEQ measures important dimensions

which differentiate individualised classrooms from conventional ones. Second,

whereas most other classroom environmen

...,

instruments measure only student per-

' *. a.' ceptions of actual environment; the ICEQ also m

:

asures student perceptions

preferred environment, teacher perceptions of ac ual environment and teacher

perceptions of preferred environment.,

if
4t1though ERDC funding supported only parts of this research iir6gram (in

particular,.those dealing with criterion validity), this report covers all
,

phases of the research. The reason for describing the entire research program

is to make this work accessible to wider audiences and to gssist other

researchers who ght profitably incorporate the ICEQ into'their own studies.

. In particular, others wanting to use the ICEQ might employ this report as a

test manual because it contains a copy of the ICEQ and scoring directions and

describes validation data and all prior studies using the ICEQ,

The initial development of the ICEQ and its use in several of the sub-(

sequeAt studies benefited greatly from collaboration with A. John Rentoul of

Knox Grammar'School in Sydney. His important contribution to the research

program cknowledged here.

This report should not jbe thought of as marking the termination of

research efforts related to the ICEQ. Currently the author is conducting

and planning further research which consolidates and extends the work des-

cribed herein. Also the author has serviced requests for copies of the ICEQ

from several hundred investigators. from approximately ten countries. Over a

dozen of these workers currently are using the ICEQ in their own research.



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

.

This introductory chapter briefly provides a review of priof*crassroom

environment research and a historical account of the initial conception of

the Individualised Classroom Environment Questionnaire (ICEQ). Also a brief

overview.of the structure of later chapters in the report is outlined.\

PRIOR CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH

Over the previous ten to fifteen years, considerable interest has been

shown internationallyin the conceptualisation, measurement and in$estigation

of perceptions of psychosocial characteristics of classrooM learning

environment. Much of this effort has'focussed around two simultaneous but

independent research programs, one instigated by Herbert Walberg at the .

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle and the other by Rudolf Moos at

Stanford University. These programs grew out of preliminary research work

in the late 1960's associated with Harvard Project Physics.in Walberg's case

(Anderson and Walberg, 1974) and other environments iicluding hospital wards,

therapeutic groups and correctional instittOile. in Moos' case (Moos, 1976).

The two instruments used most extensively in prior research are the Learning

Environment' Inventory (LEI) (Anderson and Walberg, 1976) and the Classroom 1.

EAvironment Scale (CES) (TricRett and Moos, 1973; Moos and Trickett,'1974),

0 which measure' student percepel-64 of psychos dimensions of the classroom

like competitioni formality, involvement, rule clarity, innovation and speed.
.00

The field of cl room learning environment has become firmly'established

through a series of recent key publications. These include two books (Moos,

1979; Walberg, 1979), a monograph (Fraser, 1980a), a meta-analysis (Haertel,

Walberg and Haertel, 1979), three major reviews (Walberg, 1976; Walberg and



Haertel, 1980; Fraser and Walberg, in press) and a special guest-edited

issue of the journal Studies in Educational Evaluation (FtrAer, 1980b).

The, strongest tradition in past classroom environment research has

involved investigation of the predictabilitrof students' cognitive,
4.

affective, hnd behavioural outcomes from theiperceptions of psychosocial

characteristics of their classrooms. In fact, a large number of studies

conducted in numerous countries has provided consistent and strong support

-for the incremental predictive validity of students' clasdroom perceptions

in accounting for appreciable amounts of learning outcome variance beyond
)

that attributable-to student entry-characteristics su-C-h as pretest and

general ability.

Support for the predictive validity of students' classroom environment

peiceptions has come from studies conducted iet the high school level in the

United States (Walberg, 1969a, b, 1972; Ti.ickett and Moos, 1974; Lawrenz,

1976; Moos and Moos, 1978), Canada (Walberg and Anderson, 1972; O'Reilly, 1975)

and Israel (Hofstein, Gluzman, Ben-Zvi and Samue1,1979). In Australia, a

series of studies of junior high school students has demOnstrated that class-

room environment variables accounted for appreciable increments in variance

in several cognitive and attitudinal measures beyond that attributable to

"corresponding pretest and general ability (Fraser, 1978a; 1979a; Rentoul and

Fraser, 1980; Fisher and Fraser, in press). Also studies in several develop-

ing countries ha e su d the cross-cultural predictive validityof

stu ons of classroom learning environment; these include Welber
gi3

Sing %, -(1977) study of c.enth grade students in India, Holsinger's

(1972, study of primary school classes in Brazil, 6aiyanonda's (1978)

study of senior high school classes in Thaind, and Paige's (1978) study of

sixth grade classes in Indonesia.

This pattern of findings for the predictive validity is further illustr

by a recent meta analysis - based updn 12 studies involving 17,805 student i

823 cla'ssrooms. i eight subject areas in four nations . which revealed t a

8



I
learning criteria consistently were positively associated with classroom

environment variables such as cohesiveness and goal direction and negatively

associated with variables ouch as friction and disorganisation (Haertel,

Walberg and Haertel, 1979). Furthermore it was concluded that the magnitude

of the outcome - environment relationship depended upon the dimension of class -
%

room environment considered, the unit of statistical analysis and the nation

in which the study was conducted,, but not upon sample size, subject matter,

type of learning outcome, or presence of control for pretest and general

ability

Priorresearch also has involved the use of student perceptions of

classroom environment dimensions as criterion variables. When used in
A

curriculum evaluation studies, classroom environment perceptions have

diffeAntiated revealingly, usefully and appreciably between classrooms

following alternative curriculum materials (Anderson, Walberg and Welch, 1969;

Cort, 1979; Traser, 1979a; Levin,\1980). Other studies have established the

criterion validity of classroom%environment perceptions in differehtiating
7

between classrooms varying in class size (Walberg, 1969c, Anderson and

Walberg, 1972), grade level (Welch, 1979) and subject matter (Anderson, 1971;,

kuert, 1979).

INITIAL CONCEPTION OF ICEQ

The initial conception of the ICEQ grew out of the apthor's experience

in conducting a major study in 1974 into the evaluation of the Australian

Sdience Education Project (see Fraser, 1979a).yecause ASEP's stated.

philosophy describes the type of clatsroom learning environment which would

be promoted by using ASE materials, student perceptions of classroom

environment dimensions were employed as criteria of curricular effectiveness

along with measures of cognitive and affective outcomes. When classes using

ASEP materials were compared with clas'ses following conventional materials,.,



it was found that differences in cognitive or attitudinal outcomes were

generally small but differences on several classroom environment dimensions

were appreciable and statistically significant. Furthermore this finding

that classroom environment variables differentiated revealingly between

alternative curricula when a variety of cognitive and affective outcome

measures showed little sensitivity replicates the results of Welch and

Walberg's (1972) study of Harvard Project Physics classes.

Experience gained during this evaluatiori of ASEP served to highlight

two key'issues. First psychosoclal classroom processes are valuable ends

in their awn right and, consequently,,,evaluation studies should more often

incorporate classroom environment dimensions as criterion variables (see

Walberg, 1975; Fraser, 19.80a). Second widely used classroom environment

instruments including the LEI and CES fail to measure certain dimensions

which are especially salient in classrooms described as open or individualised.

In particular, the scales
/
contained in existing classroom environment\:knstr -

ments do not tap salient aspects of ASEP classrooms such as emphasis on

student choice, individual rates of working-and involvement in inquiry based

activities. Consequently, the author's research on ASEP involved development

of a single new scare called Individualisation, which measures the extent

to which students perceive their classrooms as individualised and self-paced

(see Fraser,_1978b), and its use in conjunction with a mNied,version of

the LEI.

While this single Individualisation scale provides a useful measure of

4
an important aspect of classroom climate, clearky there is a need for a

multidimensional instrument which yields a separate score for several

0
important but logically distinct characteristics of individualised classroOms.

Consequently, during 1977, the author began work on the development of a new~

instrument, le Individualised Classroom Environment Questionnaire (SICEQ), to

measure perceptions of a number of distinct dimensions of classroom

10



individualisation (namely, Personalisation, Participation, Inddpendence,

Investigation a d Differentiation). .

Another f_ ture of the ICEQ which distinguishes. it from most othe
9

classroom environment instruments is that it measures, not only student

perceptions of actual environment, but also student perceptions of preferred

classroom environment, teacher perceptions-of actual environment and teacher

per ptions of preferred environment. Having these four different forms
1

(ca leded the Student Actual, Student Preferred, Teacher Actual and Teachee

Preferred forms) 'enables the ICEQ to be used in exploring a variety of

interesting research'questions not previously possible using instruments with

only one form. These questions include investigation of differences between

student and teacher perceptions of the same classroom and between perceptions

of actual and preferred environment. Other questions are whether relationships

between student learning outcomes and actual classroom environment are

mediated by student preferences.for oertain classroom environments.

The existence of Actual and Preferred forms of the ICEQ opens up the

practical possibility of teachers using profiles of environment scores as a

basis for reflection upon, subsequent improvemint Of their own classroom

environments. In particular, by assessing students' perceptions of their

actual and preferred
,
classropm environment, data about actual-preferred

,

discrepancies can be used as a basis for planning.environmental changes
'a ,re ,

.

.. o
which will align the actual environment with students' preferred environment.

Although profiles of milieu inhabitants' perceptionS'of.actual and preferred

environment scores have been employed successfulljr in facilitatini environ-

mental change in psychiatric wards (Pierce, Trickett and Moos, 1972) and in

alcoholism treatment programs (Bliss, Moosand Bromet, 1976), educators to

date have pakid'surprisingly.lettle attention to this potentially useful

approach. Nevertheless, an original contribution to this area has been made'

in a recent chapter (Fraser, 1980a, ch. 5) which illustrates various ways.



that classroom environment data can be processed to fotm profiles useful

in guiding systemati6 attempts to improve classroom environments.

r->

OVERVIEW.OF OTHER CHAPTERS

Whereas this chapter provides some information about the initial
1

conception of the ICEQ, Chapter 2 is devotd to a more detailed discussion

.of the ICEQ's development and to reporting a variety of validation data.

Chapter 3 discusses several studies of the predictive validity of the ICEQ

(i.e., its ability to'predict stud ognitive and affective learning

outcomes). One of these studies breaks new ground as it explores a person-

environment fit hypothesis involving relationships itetween studedt learning

outcomes.and the congruence between actual and preferred classroom environment.

7

/

Although ERDC funding did_n t support the development and validation of the

ICEQ nor its use in predictive validity studies, this work is still included

in the present report for completeness and to facilitate other researchers'"
1

use of the Lcip. 7

Chapter 4 reports several criterion validity studies (i.e., research in

whiclithe ICEQis used as a source of dependent variables). These studies

include:. the ability of the Actual forms of the ICEQ to differentiate

between classes using individualised curriculum materials and those-following

conventional materials; use of the Student Actual form in schools/attempting

innovations In individualisation; changes in beginning teachers' preferences

for classroom individualisation; and predictors of preferred and actual

/classroom individualisation among beginning teachers. Chapter 5 provides a

brief summary of the report, draws some conclusions and identifies several

potentially fruitful /4s for future research.

12



CHAPTER 2: DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF ICEQ

/
A detailed description of the nature, development and validation of the

ICEQ would'provide readers with background information esdential to a qompleV

understanding of later chapters of this report, and would make the ICEQ

4--

accessible to other res archers who might wish to use it. This chapter

outlines the ICEQ's initial development,, describes its scales and items,

presents some initial normative data and reports validation data. ,These

validation data describe the internal consistency, discriminant validity,

test-retest reliability, ability to differentiate between classrooms, and

associations beekeen teacher-and student perceptithis of the same classrooms

for each ICEQ scale.

Development Strategy

DEVELOPMENT OF ICEQ

A comprehensive description of the initial 'development of the ICEQ is

contained in Rentoul and Fraser (1979) and Fraser (1980a). The ICEQ's

developmen4 was guided by the following three criteria:

orxt 1..Dimenstddi chosen characterised the classroom learning environment

described id the literature of individualised education, including

open and inquiry-based clissrooms (e.g., Rathbone, 1971; Weisgerber, 1971;

V

Thub, Weiss, Fisher and Musella, 1972; Walberg and Thoma.s, .1972;

Elliott4Ind Adelman, 1975) and in individualised curriculum materials.
1

4r
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1

2. Dimensions choisen provided coverage of the three general dategories of

dipensiOns 'delineated by Moos (Insel and Moods 1974; Moos, 1974) for

conceptualising human environments. These three general categories are

Relationship Dimensions (nature and intensity of personal relationships),

kersonaI Development Dimensions (basic directions along which personal

growth and self-enhancement tend to occur) and System Maintenance and

A

System Change Dimensions (extent to which the environment is orderly,

. clear in expectation, maintains control, and is responsive to change).

3. Dimensions chosen and ind.&vidual questionnaire items were considered

salient and suitable by a group ofeducatitnal researchers, practising

teachers and secondarKsthOol students.

After extensive literature analysis and interviewing of students and teachers,

it was found that the above criteria could be satisfied with the following

\. five dimenSions: Personalisation, Participation, Independence, Invekkiption

and Differentiation.-

It was noted in the previous chapter that an important feature of the

ICEQ which distinguishes sit from most other classroom environment instruments

is that it hasagfour distinct fortes which measure:

. student perception's of actual classroom environment (Student Actual form)

. student perceptions of preferred ckessroom environment Student Preferred form

. teacher perceptions of actual classroom env).ronment (Teacher Actual form)

. teacher perceptions of preferreclassroOm environment (Teacher Preferred form.

The preferred environment forms or the ICEQ are concerned with goals and

velue.orientations as they measure student and teacher cerceptions of the

c11.assroom environment they would ideally like or prefer. Having these four

, differAnt forms enables the ICEQ to be used'in investigating, differences

. between teachers and students in their perceptions of actual and preferred

4k
N -

assroom environment, relationships between student..learning outcomes and

discrepancies between actual and preferred classroom .environment, and ways in

--,

14



which classroom practices might be changed. in order to make the actual class-
'

room environment More congruent with'priferred environment as perceived by -

students or teachers.

. .

The writing of an initial pool of,itemslmeasuring each ICEQ dimension

was one of the first 'steps. As identical item wording (but diffeient

instructions) was to be used in all four forms of the ICEQ, it was'important

to check that each item was suitable for measuring both actual and preferred

environment, and that the language was potentially readablt by, secondary

/.
school students eut did not "talk down" to teachers. 'A most important step

in developing the ICEQ involved modifying the'original pool of'itemt after

receiving rgetions solicited from gioups of educational researchers,

practising teache!rs and junior high school students. The last step consisted

of further refining'the scales to form e final version by application of item

S

analysis techniques to data collected from several different samples of

teachers and students (see Rentoul and Fraser, 1.979).
,

Description of ICEQ

The final version of the ICEQ contains 50 items, with each of the five

didensions being assessed by 10 items. The item wording is identical in

all four forms of 1 ICEQ, but a different set of instructions it used for

1each form. Each item is scored op la five-point scale with responses of

410Almost Never, Seldom, Sometimes, Often andyery s4 n. 'the scoring direction

is reversed for approximately half of the item Table further clarifies

the nature of the ICEQ by showing the classifip of each scale according

to Moos' scheme and by providing a scale description and sample item for

each scale.

1". 15
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e.

TABLE I. Descriptive Wormation for Each Scale of ICEQ

Scale
Name

Moos''

General
Category.

Description of Scale

I

Sample Item

.

Personalisation

Participation

Independence

Investigation

Differentiation

Relationship

Relationship

?ersonat--'

Development

Personal
Development.

t

System
Maintenance

4,0P

Emphasis on opportunities for individual
students4,0i interact with the teacher
and on-cont e-rn for the personal welfare
and social growth of the individual.

'Extent to which students are
encouraged to part;cipatdrather,than
bepassilie listeners.

Extent to which students are allowed
to make decisions and have control over
their dn learnimgrand behaviour.

Emphasis on the skills and processes
of inquiry and their use in problem-
solving and investigation.

Emphasis on the selective treatment
of students on the basis °L ability,
learning style, interests and rate of
working.

The teacher considers
students' feelings. (+)

J

The teacher lecture&
without students asking
or answering questions.(-)

Students Choose their
partners for group
work. (+) c
Students find out the
answers to questions and
problems from the teacher
rather than Horn"
investigations. (-)

Different students use
different books, equipment
and materials. ( +)

Items designated (+) are scored 2, 1, 4, 5, respectively for Np responses Almost Never, Seldom; Sometimes,
Often, Very Often.

Items designated (-) are scored in the,reverge manner.

16 Jo
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The economy and convenience of the ICEQ is worth commenting upon.

Either the actual or the preferred form of items in all five ICES scales can

be administered to a class of junior high school students in about 20 minutes.

Teachers usually take less than half this-time to complete the questionnaire.

As the questionnaire is reusable and occupies only one double-sided page,

printing and collation costs are relatively Also a separate one-page

-response sheet makes scoring using computer or coring keys simple.

Appendix A. contains additional material which would enable interested

workers to use the ICEQ in their own research. The first two pages of this

)
appendix consist of a copy of the Student Actual form of the ICEQ. The third

pa'ge contains the set of instructions for answering the ICEQ's other three

forms, namely, Student Preferred; Teicher Actual and Teacher Preferred. Any

of these three forms can be assembled simply by combining the appropriate

set of instructions with the common set of questionnaire items. The fourth

page of Appendix A provides a response sheet for the ICEQ. On the fifth page,

a table gives the scale allocation and 4scoring direction of each This

page can be used to guide computer scoring of responsesOpr as a basis for

46tOinstructing a separate transparent scoring key (perhaps using an overhead

projector'sheet) for each scale.

Preliminary-Normative Data

Normative data based on a large and representative Australian sample are

not yet available. Nevertheless, some preliminary normative data are available

for all four forms of the ICEQ for a sample of 34 teachers and their 766
V

junior high school students. While acknowledging that this sample is not

representative in all respects, d3ta are provided at this time to assist

others using the ICEQ to make more meaningful interpretations of their results.

The sample consisted of 34 beginning teachers in their first year of

full -time teaching during 1978. These teachers received their preservide

teacher education at Macquarie University and each was teaching in a different

18



government high school in New South Wales. Also each of these teachers,

selected one of his/her science or social Oience classes (e.g., history,:

geography, social studies) at the junior high school level for participation

in the study. This provided a student sample of 766 pupils in 34 different

classes (each in a differeneschool). Approximately equal numbers of science

and social science classes and approximately equal numbers of boys and girls

made up the sample. Thirteen classes were at the, Year 7 level, 14 classes

were at the Year 8 level and seven classes were at the Year 9 level. While

15 schools were in the metropolitan*area of Sydney, the other 19 schools were

in country areas of. New South Wales.

Table 2 shows the value of the mean and standard deviation

for each of the four forms of each ICEQ scale obtained When the actual and

preferred forms were administered to the sample of 766 students and 34

teachers described above. As the scale 11
d
0u were very similar whether the

individual student or the student class mean was used as the unit of analysis,

only one figure is given for each student mean. On the other hand, because

student standard deviations varied markedl depending on whether the

individual or the class mean was fed as the unit of analysis, Table 2

provides standard deviations for the student forms of the ICEQ separately

for the ,two units of analysis.

There are notable differences in means on the four forms of the ICEQ

(Student Actual, Student Preferred, Teacher Actual,jTeacher Preferred)

discernible from Table 2. These differences form the basis for further

analysis and discussion in Chapter 4.

19



TABLE 2. Scale Means and Standard Deviations for each Form of ICEQ

Mean. Standard Deviation of Individual Scores

Student
a

actual
Student
pref.

a
Teacherb
actual

Teathef
pref.

Student
actual

c
Student
pref.c

Teacher
actualb

Teacher
pref.

b

Personalisation 31.5 38.6 38.1 42.9 6.6 6.4 5.4 3.5

Participation

Independence

ae,

34.1

26.4

37.5

31.9

36.5

24.8

41:0

25.7

5.3

6.4

5.6

6.6

5.0

6.2

4.0

5.9

Investigation 28.4 31.7 30.5 38.7 5.5 6.8 6.0

Differentiation 20.5 , 24.4 23.6 28.4 4.7 6.3 5.0 5.4

Standard Deviation
of Class Means

Sii;udent Student
actualb pref.b

2.9 2.3

2.1 2.1

3.5 2.2

'2.0 2.3

'2.7 2.0

a

b

c

Means were approximately the same using the 766 individual student scores or the 34 class mean's.

Sample size was 34.,

Sample size was 766.

21
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1

VALIDATION OF ICEQ
`,

This section, presents data about five statistical characteristics

relevant to the validity of scalps. These are internal onsistenty,

discrim i nant validity, test-retest reliability, abilit to differentiate

between the perceptions of students in different classrooms, and associations

between teacher and student perceptions of the-same classrooms.

Internal Consistency

A desirable characteristic of any measuring instrument is internal

consistency (the extent to whkil items in the same scale msure the same

dimension). Estimates'of the internal consistency of the four forms of
ti

each ICEQ scale were calculated using Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the

previously described sample of 766 students, and 34 teachers. Furthermore,

because both. the ,individual student'and the class mean have been used commonly

in past classroom environment research, it was considered desirable to

provide indices of the internal consistency of class means for the student

forms of ICEQ. These estimates were made using Shaycoft's (1962) procedure

which can be used to Calpulate class reliability from information about the

reliability coefficient for individuals and the scale standard deviation for

both individuals and\lass means.

Table 3 shows the estimates obtained for the alpha coefficient of each

ICEQ scale and for each form of the ICEQ. For the student forms of the

instrument, these estimates are reported separately for the individual and

the class mean as the unit of statistical analysis. The values of the

alpha coefficient shown in Table 3 suggest that each ICEQ scale has

acceptable internal consistency for use in each orits four forms and with

either the individual student or the class mean as_the unit of analysis.
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TABLE 3. Alpha Reliability and MeanICorrelation of a Scale with Other Four Scales for each Form ofICEQ for Two

Different Units of Analysi4
(

r

Scale Name
Unit of
Analysis

Alpha Reliability

Student
actual -

Student
pref.'.

Teacher
actual

Teacher
pref.

`Personalisation Individual 0.79 0.71 0.88 0.74
Class 0.95 0.90

icipation Individual 0.70 0.69 0.82 0.82
Class 0.92 0.90

Independence Individual 0.71 0.70 0.86 0.86
-Class 0.96 0.88

Investigation Individual 0.69 0.77 0.89 0.90

Class 0.90 0.91

Differentiation Individual 0.61 0.71 0.75 0..81

Class 0.95 0,.87

Mean for Five Individual 0.70 0.72 0.84 0.83

Scales: Class 0.94 0.89

Mean Correlation with Other Scales
J

Student Student
actual pref.

0.28 0.30

0.27 0.33

0.27 0.29
0.29 - 0.35

0.09 0.16
0.17 0.17

0.24
0.33'

0.18
0.28

0.17

0.22 .30

2')

Teacher
actual

Teacher

Pref.

0.26 0.29

0.36 0.34

0.26 0.25

0.34 0.33

0.25 0.16

0.29 0.27

to



Discriminant Validity

Table 3 also reports data ahout'discriminant validity (the extent to

,10''.

which a given scale measureea uniqut dimension not measured by other) At ',- tf , t-
,---scales in the ineirument):: e=tonvenient index of discriminant validity

used in this table is the mean correlation of jAcale with theother four

scales. These statistics have been calculated for /Student forms of the

ICEQ separately using the individual and th class mean as......th! unit of

''analysis. Table-3 indicates that the value of the mean correlation of a
%

*scale with the other scales are small enough to suggest that each ICEQ scale

has adequate discriminant validity for use in each of its four forms and

with either the individual student or the class mean as the unit of analysis.
(

In*turn, this suggests that the-ICEQ measures distinct although somewhat

overlapping aspects of classroom environment.%

Test-retest Reliability

The test-retest reliability coefficient measures the stability of a

scale over time, and is calculated simply by taking the correlation between

the scale scores obtained by the same sample -on two different occasions.

aSome preliminary information about the test-retest reliability of the ICEQ

was obtained for a sample of 105 junior high-school students in suburban

Sydney schools responding to the Actual form of the questionnaire on two

occasions three weeks apart. Test-retest freliability coefficients were found

to be 0.78 for Personalisation, 0.67 for Participation, 0.83 fdr:Independence,

110.75 for Investigation and 0.78 for. Differentiation. These data suggest

that the Student Actual form of the ICEQ displays satisfactory test-retest

reliability.
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Ability to Differentiate between Classrooms

I 7

17

Another desirable characteristic of any classroom environment instruments

is that it is Capable of differentiating between the perceptions of students
-

in differ%ft classrooms. That is; studdhts within the same class shoup

perceive it /relatively similarly, white mean within-class perceptions show d--

vary frothclaisroom to classroom. This characteristic-was explored for each

scale .of the Actual form of the ICEQ using the sample of 766 students.

4 This involved performing a one-way ANOVA, with class membership as the main
1. -,

$
effect and using the individual as the unit of analysis, to obtain information

about the ratio of between-class to w,ithin-class variance. The resultS of

these analyses are shown-in Table 4 which indicates that each ICEQ state

differentiated significantly (p< .01) between classrooms. Also the eta2
4

statistic, which is the ratio of between to total sums of squares (Cohen and

Cohen, 1975), was calculated as an estimate of the amount of variance in

ICEQ scores attributabe to class membership. This table shows that the
A,

proportion of variance accounted for by class membership ranged from 15 per

cent for the Investigation scale to 33 per cent for the Independence scale.

Associations between Teacher and Student Ac tVT1 Scores

If the Actual forms of the ICEQ really measure actual Classroom
A

environment, there should be a sizable positive association between teacher

and student perception's of the actual environment of the same classrooms.

'Notwithstanding important differences between the classroom environment

perceptions of teachers and students, a sizable association between

teachers' actual scores and the.class means of students' actual scores

needs to exist in order to support the concurrent validity of the ICEQ's

Actual forms.



TALE 4. _ANOVA Results for Class Membership Difffences in Stud'ent-

Perceptions of Actual Classroom Environmedt

ICEQ Scale
MS

Between
MS

Within
df F Eta

2

Personalisation 174.3 35,0 33, 732 5.0 ** 0.19

Participation 98,5 23.2 33, 732 4.2** 0.17

Independence., 248.3 23.9 33, 732 10.4** 0.33
4

Investigation 106.6 . 27.6 33Ni-71 3.9** 0.15

Differeqiation 1O7.7 *16.2 33, 732 6.6** 0.24

e.

It* p<.51

Eta is the ratio of between to total -sums of squares and indicates
p ortiod of variance explained by class membership.

1
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Two different statistics were calculated to describe associations

between teachers' actual scores and students' class mean actual scores for

lthe sample of 34 classes. Firstly, pr a ct-moment correlations between

teachers' and students' scores were calculated st-Pa/%ately for each scale

tr.the 34 itairs of scores. Correla ons were found to be 0.4 for

Personalisation, 0.50 for P rticipation, 0.12 for Ind pendence, 0.52 for ,

Investigation and 0.37 for Differentiation, and to h ve a mean of 0.43 across

the five scales. Secondly, in order to "vide an indei of-the similarity

of the teacher's profile to the students' mean profile for a particular

classr9. a Spearman rank order correlation coefficient was calculated

separately for eac h of the 34 classrooms for the set of five tea54gr/student

pairs. The rank order coefficient was chosen because it is nonparame tric

and, consequently, is suitable for use in the prejient situation where the

small sample size of five scales would invalidate the use of the product-
.

Moment coefficient (see Siegel, 1956). The mean rank order coefifoient was

found to be 0.78, with coefficients ranging.from -0.13 to 1.00 for different

classrooms. The results of these two types of analysis taken together

generally-indicate the.presence of quite sizable associations between teacher

and student perceptions of actual classroom environment and support the

concurrent validity of.the Actual forms 9f the ICEQ.

It is interesting to note that these results for associations bet

teacher and student perceptions on the Actual forms of the ICEQ are reasonably

similar to those reported by Moos (1979, p. 148) for,the Classroom Environmefit

Sta.& (CES)., For a sample pf 295 U.S. teachers and.clastes, the product-
.

moment correlation averaged across the nine/CES scales was -0.50 and the rank

order ,correlation_for CES profiles averaged Across classrooms was 0.47.

28



CONCLUSION

By describing the development of 'the ICEQ, this chapter has provided

a foundation to facilitate understanding of 'following chapters of this

report. Information provided here about the nature of the ICEQ also should

assist workers contemplating its use in their own research. This ch'apter

also has reported extensive data which supports the validity of the IBEQ

and which should increase other researchers' confidence in using the

instrument. In particular, it was found that all four forms of each ICEQ

scale displayed adequate internal consistency and discriminant validity,

and that data indicated satisfactory test-retest reliability, ability to

differentiate between classrooms and sizable positive associations between

teacher and student perceptions of the same classrooms.
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CHAPTER 3: PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OP ICEQ

It was noted in Chipter 1 that one of the strongest traditions in past

classroom environment research has involved-Anvestigation of the predictability

,
of students' ennitive and affective learning outcomes from their pelpipti ns

of psychosocial,charact teristics of their classrooms. Moreover numerous

research programs involving many thousands of students from various nations

have provided convincing and consistent support for the incremental predictive

validity of student perceptions in, accounting for appreciable amounts of

variance in'learning outcomes beyond that'attrtbutable to initial student'

characteristics.such as pretest performance and general ability (see Fraser,

1980a).

To date 'two important studies have investigated the incremental predictive

alidity of student perceptions on the Actual form of the ICEQ. The first ..si

of these studies involved two cognitive and one affective outcomes. In Oe

light 'of findings from the first study, a second predictive validity study

was undertaken using a s even attitudinal outcomes, These two studies

are discussed in the fir'St two sections of this chapter.

While prior research has concentrated on the predictive validity of

student perceptions of actual classroot environment, having Actual and

Preferred fotmi of the ICEQ enables a confluence of two previously. distinct

research traditions - person-environment fit research (Hunt, 1975) and

classroom learning environment research.. The third sebtion of t his chapter

describes a person-environment fit study in which the ICEQ was used to

provide a set'of five dimentions characterising student perceptions of actual
..

individualisation in:the classroom environment and another set of 'five

commensurate personal dimensions consisting of student perceptions of their

30



preferred environment. Relationships between learning outcomes and

actual-preferred congruente (i.e., person-environment fit) were then tested

to explore the intuitively plausible notion that students who differ in

their preferences for c ssroom individualisation could achieve differen-

tially dep ing upon the amount of actual individualisation present in

thkIr classrooms.

STUDY OF TWO COGNITIVE AND ONE AFFECTIVE OUTCOMES

The first predictive validity study employing the ICEQ involved two

cognitive and one affective learning outcomes. This study was conducted

during 1978 and involved the 15 suburban classes which were contained in

the, larger sample of 34 classes '4escribed in Chapter 2 and used in various

other analyses throughout this repo t. A more description of this

study is reported in Rentoul and Fraser (1980).

Design of Study

The sample consisted of 285 students in 15 junior high school classroomi,

eac* in a different government school in the Sydney metropolitan area. Nine

of these classes were science classes while six were social science classes.

The numbers of classes at the Year 7, 8 and 9 levels were five, eight and two,

' respectively. The numbers of boys-and grls were approximately equal.
.

.

is

Learning outcomes were, measured by a battery of three measures

administered as pretests at the beginniN..,of the 1978 school,year and again

as posttests at the end of the same school year. The ICEQ was administered

at mid-year to obtain students' perceptions of the five dimensions of actual

classroom individualisatiom. In addition, the two student characteristics of

general ability and sex were also included in the study as these have been

found consistently to be linked with learning on many different criteria in

many different contexts (Lavin, 1965). The basic design of the study, then,

involved the prediction'of posttest performance on each of the three learning

c 2r
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criteria frouithe corresponding`pretest, the two student characteristics

of general ability and sex and the five actual individualisation variables.

The two cognitive outcome measures, which were sleeted from a wider

battery of inquiry skill tests (Fraser, 1979b, 1980c), are called Library

t Usage (skill at using dictionaries, encyclopaedias, library cataloguesr etcf.

and Charts and Tables (skill at interpreting a variety of charts and tables).

The Library Usage and Charts and Tables scales consist of 10 and 11 multiple-

choice items, respectively, and were reported to have internal consistency

reliabilities (KR.-30 coefficients) of 0.65 and 0.72, respectively, for an

Australian sample of 1,158 seventh year students, and to have test-retest

reliabilities of 0.74 and 0.65,'respectivel for a sample of approximately

100 seventh year students. Key advant'ages of these tests are that they are

content-free and measure important aims common to both science and social

science subjects. The attitude scale is called Enjdyment of Lessons and, as

the name suggests, measures student enjoyment of their science or social

science lessons. This attitude scale, which consists of 10 Likert-type items,

is similar to one of the scales contained in the Test of Science-Related

Attitudes (Fraser, 1978c, 1980d) except for minor rewording to make items

suitable f r either science or social science classrooms. When the original

attitude s ale was administered in Australian science classrooms at the junior

high scho I level, it was found to have an internal consistency reliability

(alpha c efficient) of 0.93 for a sample of 1;337 students, and to have a

test -r- est reliability of 0.78 for a sample of 238 students.

e study was tviewed as exploratory:lined* it represtnted the first use

e ICEQ in investigating predictive validtiy. Because of its exploratory

ure, the research involved only a relatively small sample of 15 schools.,

n turn OA smallness of this sample necessitated the use of the individual

instead of the class mean as the unit of statistical analysis Since the

choice of an appropriate unit of statistical anaaysisis an important issue

(see Ross, 1976; Sirotnik, 1979), caution should be exercised in placing too
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much weight on the-results emerging from the present study until they are \:'

replicated in future research involving larger samples.

An4lyses d Results

Multiple regression analysis was chosen as an appropriate technique for

several' reasons outlined by Kerlinger and Pedhazur (1973) and Cohen and Cohen

(1975). Multiple regresSion enabled statistical power to be maximised by

maintaining ICEQ scale scores as continuous variables. Another advantage

was that multiple regression techniques could be employed to test the corn-.

bined effects of sets of variables, a facility useful in the present study

because it permitted the use of the condition that tests would be performed

for individualjlCEQ scales only if the variance attributable to the correspond-

ing set of fivelCEQ scales was found to be significant at the 0.05 level of

confidence. This condition was employed in order to maintain adequate

statistical power while controlling the Type' I error rate associated with

performing large numbers of significance tests for individualJpredictors.

The hierarchical regression approach was used so that the effect of

classroom environment variables could be estimated in terms of an increment

Ain criterion variance accounted for beyond that attributable to corresponding

pretest, general ability and sex. This approach is consistent with Prior

research and providea,a conservative test of whether classroom environment
A

perceptions are related to learning outcomes when the variance attributable

to well-known and better established predictors has been removed. That is,

for reasons of simplicity, learning environment dimensions can be considered:

useful predictors of learning outcomes only if they account for different

variance from that attributable to well established predictors.



TABLE 5. Percentage of Variance in each of Three Leaning Outcome Posttests Accounted fOr by Corresponding

Pretest, Two Student Characteristics and Five Actual Individualisation Scales

Percentage of Posttest Variance

Blocks of Predictors

R
2
(%) r

2
(%) AR

2
(%) AR-2 (I)

for. for for , for 4R ( %)Outcome Posttest (%) for
i Full Corres. 2 Student 5 ICEQ SignIficant Individual

8-Term Pretest Variables Scales Predictors .

Model

Library Usage 19.7** 14.8** 3.4** 1.5

Charts and Tables 22.5** 18.2** 3.2** 1.1

H 1.5** (Person.)
Enjoyment of Lessons 39.5** 35.0** 0.8 3.7**

H 0.9*, (Partic.)

* p<.05, ** p<.01

H-Higher scores on the predictor variable (e.g., Personalisation)

34

associated with higher posttest scores.
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Table 5 shows the results obtained when a hierarchical regression

analysis was performed separately for the two cognitive posttests (Library

Usage and Charts and Tables) and the affective posttest (Enjoyment of Lessons).

The first columntof figures indicates that the full eight, term model accounted

for a significant (p< .01) amount of variance ranging from 19.7 to 39.5 per

cent for the different outcome posttests. The second columnof figures shows

that the amount of posttest variance associated with the corresponding pretest

was 14.8 and 18.2 per cent, respectively, for the two cognitive criteria and

35.0 per cent for the affective criterion. A significant relationship (p< .01)

existed between pretest and posttest perfprmance on all three learning outcomes.

The third column of figures indicates that the increment in posttest variance

associated with the block of student characteristics (beyond that attributable

to the corresponding pretest) was 3.4 and 3.2 per cent, respectively, for the

cognitive outcomes and 0.8 per cent for the affective outcome. This increment

in posttest variance associated with student characteristics was significant

(p< .01) for the two cognitive outcomes bdt nonsignificant for the affective

outcome. The fourth column of figures in Table 5 shows. that the increment in

posttest variance associated with the block of five individualisation

dimensions (beyond that attributable to the corresponding pretest and the

two student characteristics) was 1.5 and 1.1 per gent, respectively, for the

cognitive outcomes and 3.7 per cent for the affective outcome. This increment

in posttest-variance associated with individualisation variables was

significanC(p4(.01) for the affective outcome mgr.

The variance associated with the block of ICEQ dimensions was further

partitioned for one outcome (Enjoyment of Lessons) for which the block

as a whole was associated with a significant increment in criterion variance.

Table 5 shows that the Personalisation scale was associated witha significant

increment of'1.5 per cent of posttest variance on Enjoyment of Lessons beyond

that attributable to pretest and student characteristics. Also the Participation

scale.was associated with a further significant
increment of 0.9 per cent of

36
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posttest variance beyond Personalisation. The interpretation of these two

significant findings for individual variables was that Enjoyment of Lessons

scores were positively related to'perceptions of increased class'room

Personalisation and Participation.

Itis noteworthy that the two individual dimensions of actual

individualisation which were significantly related to Enjoyment of Lessons

were Personalisation and Participation, which are the two ICEQ scales

classifiable as Relationship Dimensions according to Moos' scheme. This

finding replicates other research in the United States and developing

countries in which Relationship Dimensions were consistently linked with

interest in school subjects (see Moos, 1979, p. 256). It is interesting to

note also that the present finding that actual classroom ihdividualisation

promoted affective but not cognitive outcomes is consistent with Horwitz's

(1979) recent comprehensive review of open education studies.

STUDY OF SEVEN AFFECTIVE OUTCOMES

The study of the predictive validity of the Actual form of the ICEQ

described in the previous section provided evidence of a reasonably strong

relationship between the affective outcome and students' classroom environment

perceptions. This promist finding provided the inspiration for instigating

another study during 1979 into the predictability of a set of seven attitudinal

outcomes from students' perceptions on the Actual form of the ICEQ. Further

information about this study is provided in Fraser (1980e).

Design of Study

This study of the predictive validity of the ICEQ involved a sample of

320 Year 7 to 9 students in 14 science classes, each with a different teacher.

These classes were spread throughout six representative schools (two private

and four 'government) in suburban areas of Sydney. Approximately equal

numbers of boys andlgirls made up the sample.
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The student outcomes studied were the set of seven attitudinal

criteria measured by the Test of Science-Related Attitudes (TOSRA)

(Fraser, 1978c, 1980d). The seven scales are called Social Implications

',of Science (attitude to the social benefits and problems which accompany

scientific progress), Normality of Scientists (appreciation that scientists

are normal people rather than the eccentrics often depicted in the mass media),

Attitude to Inquiry (attitude to scientific experimentation as a way of

obtaining information about the natural world), Adoption of Scientific

Attitudes (e.g., open-mindedness, willingness to revise opinions in the

light of new evidence), Enjoyment of Science Lessons, Leisure Interest in

Science, and Career Interest in Science. Alpha reliability coefficients for

TOSRA scales were reported to range from 0.67 to-0.92 for sample of 1337

Australian students in Years 7 to 10 (Fraser, 1980d).

The sample of 320 students responded to TOSRA at the beginning of the

1979 school year and again at the end of the same year). Student perceptions

of actual cl earning environment were measured-with the ICEQ in the;10144p44,

middle of the same Aar. This experimental design permitted examination of

the predictability of end-of-year attitudes from classroom environment

perceptions when corresponding beginning-of-year attitude scores were

controlled statistically.

Analyses and Results

A notable feature of prior research into the predictive validity of

students: classroom environment perceptions is that a variety of data

analytic techniques has been used in exploring outcome-environment

relationships. In the present study, it was decided to analyse data and

report results in five different ways which reflect emphases in previous

studies. Results obtained using these five methods of analysis are

recorded in Table 6 for the sample of 320 students.
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TABLE 6. Simple, Multiple, Semipartial Multiple and Canonical Correlation (Using Raw Posttest and
Residual Posttest Scores) between Attitude Outcomes and Environment Dimensions

Scale

Simple Correlation, r
Multiple
Correlation

R

Semipartial
Multiple
Correlation

sRPets Part Indep Invest Diff

Social Implications
of Science

Normality of Scientists

Attitude to Inquiry

Adoption of
Scientific Attitudes

Enjoyment of
Science Lessons

Leisure Interest in-
Science

Career Interest in
Science

0.31 ** 0.24
**

0.18** 0.26**

0.08 0.16
**

0.28
**

0.24 **

** **
0.32 0.26

0.29
**

- 0.24**

** **c
0.27 0.23

-0,01 0.25
**

0.10 0.13
*

-0.0.0.02

-0.05 0.18 **

**
0.02° 0..23

-0.04 0.19**

-0.02 0.21**

-0.02

0.04

-0.18**

-0.09

-0.07

-0.13
*

-0.04

0.35 **

0.30
**

**
0.24

0.30 **

0.37 **

,

0.32**

0.30
**

0.25* *

0.26**

0.22**

0 23le*

0.27 **

0.23**

0.22
**

Canonical Correlation: R =0.43
**

Rc=0.40
**"

c

(Standard (Standard
taw residual
posttest posttest
scores) scores)a

**
p < .05, P < .01

a
anvolves adjustment for corresponding pretest. 40



The first and least complex analysis reported in T ble 6 is a simple

correlational analysis involving scores'on the sev ude posttests and

the five ICEQ scales. Result; sewn in this table cate that 21 of the

possible 35 correlatidhs were significantl;', greater than zero (p..05);
1142,

which is 12 times that expected by chance.

Although the simple correlational analysis can provide useful information

about relationships betweeri particular attitudinal outcomes and particular

environmental dimensions, the multiple correlation of the set of ICEQ scales

with each attitude posttest can be congideted more revealing. In particular,

the multiple correlation provides a more parsimonioUs picture of the joint

influence o.f correlated environment dimensions on,outcoies and reduces the

experimentwise Type I erro
-

rate associated with the simple correlational

analysis. Table,,6 shows tha the magnituk of the multiple-correlation

1
ude posttest and the set of ICEQ*scales ranged frombetween scares 'on an att

0'.24 fOr the Attitude to Inquiry scale to 0.37
N.

for the EnjoymeW Science

Lessons scale. Moreover these_values were site

(p.01) for each of the seven TOSR.1" scales.

site greater than zero

It has been common in-past prediCtive validity research to perform a

conservative testof outcome- environment relationships by controlling

statistically certain student characteristics, particularly performance on

'the parallel pretest. The last columd of figures in Table6 sAtows the value

obtained for the semipartial multiple correlation between each outcome post-

test and the set of fi40 ICEQ:'scales when the effect of corresponding pretest

was controlled. Although values of the semipartial multiple correlation

(0.22 to 0,27) were somewhat smaller than the corresponding values of the

multiple correlation, the ere still found to be significantly greater than

zero (p..01) "for each of he seven attitude stales, ,Furtherillere, since the

square of the semipartial multipleorrelation represents the increment in

.explained Variance (Cohen and-.Cohen, 1975), it can be seen that the set of

ICEQ scales accounted for .= increment of between approximately five and
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seven per cent of the variance in different outcome posttests over and above

that attributable to corresponding pretest. These results are similar to

the finding repo tt in the first section of this chapter showing that

student perceptions on the five ICEQ scales accounted for an increment of
r.

approximately four per cent in the variance in an'attitudinal outcome.

Although the use of multiple correlations and semipartial multiple

correlations overcomes the problem of colinearity between ICEQ'scales,

colinearity between outcome measures could still give rise to an inflated

experinientwise Type I error rate. Canonical correlation analysis, however,

can/provide a parsimonious picture of relationships between the domain of

-correlated attitudinal outcomes and the domain of correlated environment

characteristics. Consequently two canonical analyses were conducted using

standard scores (i.e., scores defined as the number of standard deviations.
A

above or below the mean). The reason for using standard scores is that a

more meaningful interpretation can be made of canonical weights if all

variables in the analysis have been standgrdised. The first canonical analysis

was analogous to the multiple correlational analysis in that it explored

relationships between scores gin the set of five environment sciliaendraW-

,scores on the set of'seven attitudinal posttest outcomes. The second

canonical analysis was analogous to the semipartial multiple Correlational

analysis in that-it explored relationships between scores On the set of five

ICEQ scales and residual posttest scores (adjusted for corresponding pretest)

on the set'of seven attitudinal outcomes.

Table 6 shows that each canonical analysis revealed one significant-

canonical relationship (p< .05). A significant canonical correlation of

0.43 (p< .01) was found between environment scales and raw posttest scores

on the a tude scales, and a significant correlation of 0.40 (p<.01) was
tit)

found between environment scales and residual posttest scores 'on the attitude

scales.



Each of the five separate analyses reported in Table 6 provides strong

support for to predictive validity of the ICEQ. Each analysisNowever,

leads to a somewhat different interpretation of relationships between

individual outcomes and individual environment dimensions. For example,

the simple correlational analysis suggests that significantly more positive

attitudes were expressed on.ll attitude scales except AttitudeMto Inquiry in
7

ilittell

classes perceived as having greater Personals on
o i

n all seven attitude

scales in classes perceived as having greater Participation on 411 attitude

scales except Attitude to Inquiry in classes perceived as having greater

Investigation, and on two attitude scales (Attittge to Inquiry and Leisure

Interest in Science) in classes perceived as having less Differentiation.

The most sophisticated analysis - the canonical analysis of the set of ICEQ

scores and the set of posttest attitude scores residualised for corresponding

pretest - revealed a somewhat different picture. An examination of the

canonical weighs for this analysis revealed that, with,corresponding pretest

controlled, more favourable attitudes on the Social Implications of Science,

Normality of Scientists and Enjoyment of Science Lessons scales were found in

classes perceived as being characterised by greater Personalisation,
I.

Participation, Independence and Investigation.

In summary, this section has explored relationships between end-of-Year

attitude outcomes and student perceptions of actual claSsroom environment

dimensions using, five different methodsbe'data analysis. These were a

simple correlational analysis, a multiple correlational analysis involving

dr. the prediction of each attitude posttest from the set of ICEQ scales, a semi-

partial multiple correlationakanalysi§
involving the pred2hon of each

attitude posttest from the set of ICEQ scales but. with corresponding beginning-

of-year attitude controlled, a canonical analysis invo ving 'EQ dimensions

and raw scores on attitude posttests; and a canonical analysl involving ICEQ

dimensions and residual attitude posttest scores adjusted for corresponding

beginning-of-year attitude. Taken together results frotil the five separate

analyses provided strong and consistent support for the predictive validity
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of student perceptions of classrook environment as measured by the Actual

form of the ICEQ. It is, noteworthy also that the results of. the present

study generally indicated positive associations between the degree of

classroom individualisation and student'attitudes. This general 15attern of

results is consistent with Horwitz's (1979) review of open education

research whidh showed that, of 25 attitude studies with statistically

.

significant attitudes were more favOurable in open classrooms than
4.

in traditional, classrooms in 23 of the ztudies.'

PERSON-ENVIRDNENT FIT

In early but seminal works in psychology, Lewin (1936) and Murray (1938)

. have presenter theoretical, points or view which clearly recognise both the

environment, and its interaction with personal characteristics of the individual

as potent determinants of human bear. The familiar Lewinian formula,

,B=f(P,E), was first enunciated largely for'didactic reasons to stress the need

for new research strategies in which behaviour is considered a function of

the person and the environment (Stern, 1964). Murray'has proposed a needs-,

press model which allows the amp ogous representation of person and environ-
,

ment in common terms. Drawing on 1Kuray's work, Sterh (1970) has formulated

a theory of person-environment congruence in which complimentary combinations

of personal needs and environmental press enhance student outcomes. In a

review entitled ",Education's challenge to psychology: The prediction of
,

behavior from person- environment interactions", Mitchell (1969) has stressed

the critical importance'of person-environment interaction for understanding

and predictifigjuinan behaviour. Hunt (1975) enthusiastically recommended the

study of person-environment interaction in educational psychology but

admonis resea hers for their apparent reluctance to incorporate a person-

enviroAmea<int!ra tive perspective into their investigations.
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This section reports the use of the Actual and Preferred forms of the

ICEQ in exploring person-environment fit hypotheses. In particular, a

`description is given of a study of the effects on student learning outcomes

of the deg fee of congruence between actual and preferred individualisation.

That is, the presence of a significant actual-preferred interaction can be

taken to imply that student preferendes for individualisation mediate the

relationships between actual indiiIidualisation and learning outcomes.

he person-environment fit analyses described in this section are based on an

extension of the analyses reported in the first section of this chapter

involving the incremental predictive validity of student perceptions on the
N4

Actual form of the ICEQ.

Design of Study

The same sample of 285 students involved in the analyses described in

the first section of this chapter was used in the study of person-environment

_115..0, Also these analyses included the same three learning outcome posttests

(two cognitive and one affective), the three corresponding pretests, the two

.student characteristics (general ability and sex) and the five actual

individualisation variable The distinguishing feature of the new set of

analyses is that it,incorporated students' perceptions of five dimensions of

preferred environment as measured by the preferred form of the ICEQ. As

preferred. classroom environment per 'se was not of interest, however, data

trom the Actual apd Preferred forms of the ICEQ were used to generate five

new variables indicating the congruence between actual and preferred

individualisation.

Analyses and Results

4
Aiftrgkarchical regression analysis was performed separately for each of

the three learning outcome posttests. The first stage of each analysis simply

`involved entering the set of eight predictors used in the previous' analyses

(iVe Table 7). These variables were the corresponding pretest, the two
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TABLE 7. Increment in Variance in ,each of Three Learning Outcome Posttests Associated with a.Block of Five

Actual-Preferred Interactiods

Percentage of Posttest Variance

Blocks of Predictors

Outcome Posttest

R
2
(%) for Original
8-Term Modela

AR
2
(1) for 5

Actual-Preferred
tr Interactions

2
(%) for'Significant

Individual
Interactions

_
2.3** (Differ.)

' Library Usage 19.7** 4.5**

1.1* (Indep.)

2.6 ** (Differ.)
Charts and Tables 22.5** 5.0**

1.1* (Partic.)

_Enjoyment of Lessods, 39.5** 0.8

46

* p<.05, ** p<.01

111

The variables in the original eight-term model were corresponding pretest, general ability, sex and

the five actual individualisation variables measured by the ICEQ.
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student characteristics of general ability and sex, and the five actual

individualisation variables obtained from students' responses the Actual

form of the ICEQ. The second stage in each analysis involved adding to the

regression equation a block of five variables representing actual-preferred

congruence (or person-environment fit) on each ICEQ dimension. Person-

environment fit on each dimension was defined in terms of interactions of

actual and preferred variables and was obtained by taking the product of

continuous scores obtained on corresponding dimensions of the Actual and

Preferred forms of the ICEQ. Furthermore, the block of actual-preferred

interactions was entered into the regression equations last because, on

grounds,of simplicity, it would be unwise to attempt to explain criterion

variance in terms of actual-preferred interactions unless they account for

extra variance over and above that explainable in terms of actual learning

environment, student characteristics and pretest.

Table 7 shows the results obtained from the hierarchical regression
P

analyses when the block of five actual-preferred interactions was added to

the equation already containing eight variables (corresponding pretest,

general ability and sex, and five actual individualisation scores). The

first column of figures shows the percentage of variance in each posttest

explained by the original eight-term model/ while the second column shows

the increment in posttest variance associated with the additio the block

of actual-preferred interactions. These results indicate that the increment

in posttest variance associated with the block of actual-preferred interactions

(beyond that attribut4ble to the corresponding pretest, the two student

characteristics, and the five actual individualisation variables) was 4.5

and 5.0 per cent, 'respectively, for the cognitive outcomes and 0.8 per cent

A. for the affective outcome. These increments in posttest variance due .fo

actual-preferred interactions 'Were significant (p< .01) for the two cognitive
1

criteria but nonsignificant for the affective criterion.
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As the block of actual-preferred interactions was associated with a

-significant increment in posttest variance for both cognitive outcomes,

the variance attributable to individual interactions was estimated for these

two outcomes. When the variance in Library Usage posttest scores was further

partitioned, it was found that the actual-preferred interaction for the

Differentiation scale was associated with a significant increment of 2.3 per

cent of variance beyond that attributable to pretest, student characteristics
I

and actual individualisation variables. The actual-preferred interaction

for the Independence scale was associated with a further signifiCant i4icrament

of 1.1 per cent of variance beyond the actual-preferred interaction on the

Differentiation scale. For the Charts and Tables scale, the actual-preferred

interaction for ,the Differentiation scale was associated. with a significant

increment of 2.3 per cent of posttest variance beyond that attributable to

pretest, student characteristics, and actual individualisation variables.'

The actual-preferred interaction for the Participation , scale was associated

with a further significant increment of 1.1 per cent of variance beyond the
\

actual-preferred interaction for, the Differentiation scale.

In order to aid, nterpretation of the four significant actual-preferred

interactions, three-dimensional plots were sketched. In these plots, the

vertical axis represented residual posttest scores which had been adjusted

for all variables preceding interactions ih the, hierarchical regresion

analysis 4.e., pretest, general, ability and sex and actual individualisation

variables): One horizontal axis represented continuous scores on one of the

actual individualisation variables, while the other horizontal axis represented

continuous'scores on the corresponding preferred individualisation scale.

Inspection of these plots indicated that, in all four cases,,the

hypothesised person- environment interaction emerged in that the relationship

between residual posttest scores and actual individualisation scores was

positive for'students higher in preferred individualisation but negative for

student1ower in preferred individualisation. For example, the interpretation
z7-
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of the actual-preferred interaction for the Differentiation scale and the

Library Usage outcome was that residual posttest scores increased with

increasing amounts of actual classroom Differentiation for students with

higher preferred Differentiation scores, but residual Library Usage scores

decreased with increased actual Differentiation for studentf with lower

preferred Differentiation scores.

Many salient features'of the analyses described in this section can be

summarised by examining their consistency with the following five criteria

proposed as important for educational research methodology by Mitchell (1969):

1. Research problems should be conceptualised within a person-environment
interactional framework.

2. Both personological and environmental domains should be conceptualised inmultivariate terms which accurately reflect the compleXity of these domains

3. Measures of environmental variables shouldibe as reliable as those
employed for measuring personological variables.

4. ,Person-environment fit should be defined in an appropriate way.,
Cf

5. Multivariate statistical methods should be employed.

-First the present investigation represents one of very few studies of class-

room individualisation which have been conceptualised within person.-
..2

.environment interaction framework. Second tJe personological and the

environmental, domain were each measured by a set of five continuous variables.

This can be contrasted with the great majority of prior person-environment

fit studies which have involved a single categorical personological and a

single categorical environmental variable (e,g.l'open vs. conventional).

Third, the environment measures employed'in the present study have been shown

to be adequately reliable. Fourth person-environment fit was defined in terms

of interactions between commensurate' dimensions of actual individualisation

and preferred individualisation. Fifth multiple regression analysis provided -I

a powerful multivariate method of statistical analysis which enabled person-

environment interactions to be represented as the products of continuous

variables. In contrast, prior person-environment fit research has'usually

' involved considerable toss of statistical power *cause continuous data have
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been reduced to one or two levels to permit use of conventional analysis

of variance routines.

Although considerable prior research has failed to establish consistent.

links between actual classroom individualisation and cognitive outcomes, the

present investigation revealed that actual-preferred interactions'accounted

for-appreciable amounts of learning outcome variance. That is, the present'

results suggest that in individualised classroom settings, a congruence

between actual and preferred environment (i.e., person-environment fit)

could be more important than7individualisation per se. These initial findings

support the potentidl of incorporating a person-environment interactional

perspective into future investigations by considering student preferences

for classroom individualisation simultaneously with actual-individualisation.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has pre sented evidence about tie predictive validity-of

the ICEQ based on three analyses of two data sets. These analyses all

involved junior high school students in New South Wales and employed the

individual as the unit of statistical analysis.

The first analysis of the first data set revealed that the five scales

in the Actual form of the ICEQ together accounted' for a significant increment

(beyond that attritutable to pretest, general ability and sex) in the variance

in an affective outcome but not in two cognitive outcomes. Analyses of the

second data set provided further support for thp incremental predictive

validity of the Actual form of the ICEQ in accounting for appreciable amounts

of variance in several affective outcomes beyond that attributable to

corresponding beginning-of-year attitudes. This pattern, of findings is con-

sistent with Horwitz's (1979) review of open education studied which revealed

associations between classroom openness and affective but not cognitiveir
outcomes.
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Further research is needed to attempt to replicate the present findings

about the predictive validity of the Student Actual form of the ICEQ. In

particular, predictive validity could be explored using samples at various

grade levels and in different geographic locations, and employing samples

large enough to permit use of the class mean as the unit of statistical

analysis. Also there is a need-to conduct research into the predictive

validity of the teacher Actual form of the ICEQ.

The second analysis performed with the first data set extended prior-

traditions in classroom environment research by attempting to relate lea ing

outcomes to the congruence of actual and preferred classroom environment.

This person...environment fit hypothesis was premised on the intuitively

plausible idea that students' preferences for individualisation could mediate

relationships between learning outcomes and actual individualisation. These

analyses supported the'person-environment fit hypothesis in that the block

of actual-preferred interactions-accounted for a significant increment in

the variance in two cognitive outcomes beyond that attributable to correspond-

ing pretest, general ability, sex.and actual individualisation. In all cases,

relationships between learning outcomes and actual individualisation scores

were-7611;lve for students higher in preferred individualisation but negative

for students lower in preferre individualisation.

These preliminary findings which suggest that actual- preferred congruence
is more important than the actual environment per se hold bright promise

for future research programs. Further research is needed to replicate the

present study end to extent it to other samples, outcomes and units of analysis.

There is considers scope also to employ a person-environment
interactional

framework in exploring actual-preferred interactions using Teacher forms of

the ICEQ or employing classroom environment instruments other than the ICEQ.
ti

11
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CHAPTER 4: CRITERION VALIDITY OF ICEQ

In contrast to the previous chapters devoted to the development,

validation and predictive validity of the ICEQ, this chapter dealing with

the ICEQ's criterion validity describes, research which was supported largely

by ERDC funding. A review in Chapter 1 of some prior criterion validity

research employing other classroom environment instruments has shown that

student perceptions of actual classroom environment_ differentiated

revealingly between classrooms following alternative curriculum materials

or instructional methods. In the present chapter, a report is given of

several studies which employed the ICEQ as a source of dependent variables

and which furnish evidence about the ICEQ's criterion validity.

The criterion validity of the ICEQ. is discussed in this cllapter by

reference to six separate analyses of 'several separate data sets. These

analyses of data from the ICEQ provide evidence about (a) the ability of

the Student and Teacher Actual forms to differentiate between classrooms

following individualised and conventional curriculum materials,

(b) differences between the four forms (Student Actual, Student Preferred,

Teacher Actual, Teache Preferred), (c) student perceptions of actual

environment in schools iMplement an innovation in individualisation,

(d) changes'in beginning teachers' p eferences for classroom ,individualisation

during their first year of teaching, (e) predictors of beginning teachers'

preferences for classroom individualisation and (f) predictors of actual

individualisation in beginning teachers' classrooms.
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ACTUAL ENVIRONMENT AND USE OF INDIVIDUALISED CURRICULUM MATERIALS

Previously the Learning Environment Inventory has been used to show

important differences between the perceptions of students in classrooms

using conventional materials and those of students in classrooms using

Harvard Project Physics materials (Anderson, Walberg and Welch, 1969) or

Australian Science Education Project materials (Fraser, 1979a). An

important test of the criterion validity of the Actual f s of the ICEQ

would involve comparing the perceptions of teachers and/or students in

classrooms following individualised curriculum materials with the percepr

tions of those in classrooms using conventional materials. A convenient way

to attempt this test of criterion validity involved requesting teachers of

the sample of 34 classes described in Chapter 2 to provide details of the

curriculum materials that were being used during the time of the study.

With the help of another group of teachers, it was possible to classify each

of the 34 classes as either individualised or conventional depending upon

the nature of the curriculum materialsused. F r example,,science classrooms

using ASEP materials and social science classroo 5 using SEMP materials

were classified as individualised.

As data were available foi both teacher and student perceptions of
A 'actual environment in each of the 34 classrooms, it was possible to investigate

the criterio validity of both the Teacher ual the Student Actual forms
of the ICEQ. The class mean was chosen as the unit of tatiftical analysig"\

for those analyses
involving student.perceptions. Also; in order to explore

whether the ICEQ1's ability to differentiate between perceptions in indi-
. .

vidualised and conventional classrooms was s'milar for science and 4ocial

science classes, it was decided also to includ- school subject as'an independent
variable in the analyses.

The firit stage in the data analysis involved rfording a two-way MANOVA

(Clyde, 1969), with perceptions On the five scales in he Actual form of the
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TABLE 8. MultivAte Tests OfAnificance for Subject and Curriculum

Materials Differences in Perceptions of Actual Classroom Environment

(Performed Separately for Teachers and Students)

Source

Subject x Curriculum

Subject

(Scienc social science)

Curriculum Materials

(Individualised/conventional)
tip

Teachers Students

df F F

5, 26 0.8 5, 26 0.8

5, 26 2.1, 5, 26 1.3

5, 26 6.5** 5, 26 2.7*

4

* p<.05, ** p.01

Sample size was 34 teachers or 34 student means.

7

)
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4. ICEQ as dependent variables and conducted sepatately for teacher petceptions

aqd student class mean perceptions. The two dichotomous in4endent

variables were the Curriculum Materials variable (individualised/conventional)

and the,Subject variable (science/social science).,

MANOVA resulti for the multivariate tests of significance for subject

and curriculum materials differences in perceptions of actual classroom

environment are shown separately for teachers and student class means in

Table 8. This table indicates that the Subject effect and the

Subject x Curriculum Materials interaction were nonsignificant (p.05)

for the teachers' analysis and the students' analysis.. These results are

important because'they'imply that any differences in classroom environment

perceptionrassociated with the Curriculum Materials variable are equally
social

applicable to science and/science classrooms. Table 8 also shows that the

multivariate test for the Curriculum Materials effect was significant for

both the teachers' analysis (p< .01) and the students' analysis (p1C.05).

Because the multivariate test fof the set of ICEQ scales was significant
ti

for the Curriculum Materials effect, the corresponding univariate tests for

individual ICEQ scales were examined. The results of univariate tests for

a teachers shown in Talble 9 indicate' that the perceptions of actual environment

401-- among teachers in classrooms following individualised materials were sig-

nificantly different (P< .05) from those of teachers in classrooms in which

conventional materials Were being used for three ICEQ scales <Personalisation,

Participation, Investigation). The univariate test results.fot studentd in

a

Table 9 shaw4that students in classrooms using individualised materials per-.

ceived their classes significantly differently (p<.05) from students in

classes following conventional materials along the Participation and

Investigation dimensions. The interpretations of the five significant

relationships were that, in comparison with classrooms using conventional

materials, classes following individualised curriculum materials were per-

ceived by teacherd-as being characterised by greatet Personalisation,
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TABLE 9. Univariate Tests of Significance for Curriculum Materials

Differences in Perceptions of Actual Classroom Environment (Performed

Separately for Teachers and Students)

Teachers ,Students
Criterion

MS df F MS df

Pesonalisation 134.1 1, 30 5.3* 15.8 1, 30 1.8

Participation 400.2 1, 30 29.4** X17. 1, 30 4.3*

Independence 86.6 1: 30 2.3 2.2 1, 30 0.2

Investigation 497.4 1, 30 18.1** 21.3 1, 30 4.2*

Differentiation 26.7 1, 30 1.2 9.0 1, 30 1.2

* p<.05, ** p<:01

Sample size was 34 teachers or 34 student means.
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Participation and Investigation and were perceived by students as having

ueater Participation and Investigation.

allIt Is noteworthy that, in
4
all five cases in which a significant

relationship existed between the Curriculum Materials vari le and scores on

an ICEQ scale, ICEQ" ores were higher in cla rooms usir individualised

materials than in classrooms using conventional materials. Consequently

the present fiqdings support the criterion validity of both the Teacher

Actual and the Student Actual forms Of the ICEQ.

) /

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FOUR-FORMS OF ICEQ

The fact that the ICEQ has four different forms_-.namely, Student Actual,

Student Preferred, Teacher Actu and Teacher Preferred - permits the use of

(4ICEQ scores as criterion variab es in investigatiAg interesting questions

about whether there are differences between scores obtained on the various

forms. Such an investigation would provide valuable information about

_ differences between student and teacher perceptions of classroom environment,

and about discrepancies between the environment actually presept in classrooms

and that preferred by students or teachers.

Differences between student and teacher perceptions of actual and

preferred classroom-environment'were explored using data from the sample of

34 teachers and 766 junior high school students described in Chapter 2.

These data were used ,to generate the following four sets of environment

perception scores'for each classroom" the teacher's actual score, the

teacher's preferred'score, the class mean of students' actual scores and

the class mean of students' preferred scores on each of the five ICEQ scales.

The means of these four sets of perception scores calculated across the 34

classrooms were then used as the basis for the construction of a simplified

plot of significant differences between forms of the ICEQ.



40

The first'stage in the construction_of classroom environment

profiles involved for each ICEQ scale the performance of a two-way

analysis of variance with repeated measures on one factor (Winer,

1962, pp. 302-318). In thete analyses, the four-level variable
4

designating the form of the ICEQ '(namely, Student Actual, Student

Preferred, Teacher Actual, and Teacher Preferred) constituted the

repeatedmeasUres factor.' The other factor was a dichotomous

variable desenating whether the class being rated was either science

or social science. The reasoi for including school subject as a

factor was to explore whether different classroom environment

profiles would be needed to describe science and social science

classrooms. That is, results for the Subject effect provided

information about differences between science and social science

classes, while results for the Form x Subject interaction provided

information on whether any differences existing between the four

different forms of the ICEQ were comparable in science and social

science classrooms.

Results of these analyses of variance shown in Table 10 indicate

that the Subject effect and the Form x Subject interaction were

nonsignificant for all five ICEQ scales. These results are tmport'ant

because they mean that the same profiles can be used legitimately to
6 ti

describe either science or social science classes. Results for the

Form effect indicate that significant differences (p. .45) existed

between the instruments' four forms on all scales.
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TABLE 13. ANOVA Results for Form and Subject Differences in Perceptions of Classroom Environment on each ICEQ Scale

Source df
Personal- Particip- Indepen- Investig- Differen-

,

isation ation dence ation tiation

MS F M F MS F MS F MS
tf3

Form

../)(SA/SP/TA/TP) 3, 96 753.7 91.4** 283.7 36.0** 345.9 23.0** 672.8 37.9** 358.9 33.7*

Subject

(Soience/sadlal science) 32' 25.1 '0.f 28'.9 167.3 13.3'1." 103.3 3.5

Form x Subject 3,'96 11.3 lt4 3.2 0.4 2.2 . 0.1 5.0 0.3 I7%0 1.6

* p<.05, ** p<.01
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order to interpret the significant findings for the four-leveI

repeated measures Form factor, a series of t tests for dependent samples

was used to test pairwise comparisons between the different forms. The

conventional 0.05 level of confidence was adopted with these t tests

because this canbined the good power characteristics of individual t tests

with.the protection against large experimentwise Type I error afforded

-by the requirement that the overall F also met the 0.05 significance

criterion (Cohen and Cohen, 1975, p. 162; Carmer and Swanson, 1973).

Furthermore, in an attempt to provide a more parsimonious picture of

differences between scores on the four forms of the ICEQ, it was decided

to include only statistically significant differences (p.05) when

plotting the profiles shown in Figure 1. Consequently, any nonsignificant

difference revealed between a pair of forms in the t tests was represented

as a zero difference by averaging the relevant pair of scores: -

The interpretation of the profiles shown in Figure 1 is made easier

by the fact that results are identical for the four scales of Personalisation,

Participation, Investigation-and Differentiation. For each of these four

scales, ehe highest scores emerged for t'he Teacher Preferred form, the

next highest score:s for the Teacher Actual and the Student Preferred form

(whichwere'not significantly different from each other) and the lowest

scores for the Student ACtual fOrm. For the Independence scale, Figure 1

shows that scores on the Student Preferred form were significantly higher

than scores on the other three forms, which were not significantly different

. from each other.

These results depicted in Figure 1 provide three fascinating general

conclusions about this particular group of classrooms. First, in comparison

to the emphasis they perceived as being actually present, both teachers and

students tended to prefer a greater emphasis on classroom Personalisation,

Participation, Investigation and Differentiation. Second,teachers tended to

perceive greater actual individualisation in their classrooms (in terms of
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Personalisation, Participation, Investigation and Differentiation) than

was perceived by studeLts-in the same classrooms. Third, and in contrast

to the above findings (students tended toprefer greater Independence than
V

iLwas actually presett,"whereas teacfers considered the actual emphasis on

Independence appropriate.

It is interesting to compare the patterns of findings depicted for the

ICEQ in Figure 1 with some results reported-for the.Classroom Environment

Scale (CES). Moos (1979, ch. 7) provides one diagram comparing teachers'

and students' profiles of actual environment scores in 295 U.S. classrooms

and another comparing students' profiles of actual and preferred environment

scores in 50 U.S. classrooms. These profiles indicate that mean actual

environment scores were higher for teachers than for students on-eight of

the nine CES stal;Tg, and that Students' preferred environment scores were

higher than their actral environment scores for six of the nine CES scales.

Furthermore Moos (1979, p. 149) notes that, in general, teachers'' preferred

environment scores on the CES also have been greater than their actual

environment scores. Consequently these three findings reported by Moos

for the CES are consistent with those reported here for the ICEQ in that,

first, teachers' actual environment scores tended to be higher than those

of their students, second, students' preferred environment scores tended

to be higher than their actual environment scores and, third, teachers'

preferred environment scores tended to be higher-than their actual environment

cores.

Notwithstanding the differences in Figure 1 in the mean scores on

different forms of the'ICEQ>the relative emphasis on different environment

dimensions is fairly similar fat the different forms as indicated by the

similarity inthe shape of the various profiles. For example, as seen

previously in Chapter 2, the rank order correlation coefficient between

Teacher Actual and Student Actual scores was 0.78 when averaged across the
r' 34 classrooms.
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STUDENT ACTUAL ENVIRONMENT AND SCHOOL INNOVATIONS IN INDIVIDUALISATION

Another potentially useful application of the ICEQ would be

monitoring school-level innovations in individualisation. At the same

time, innovative school programs in individualisation provide suitable

contexts for exploring the criterion validity of the Actual forms of the

ICEQ.

Duri4,1979, the Student Actual form of the ICEQ was administered in

some of the classes in two open space schools which were attempting to

promote individualised learning approaches, Both of these schools were in

receipt of a grant from the Schools Commission Innovations Program to

assist in mounting individualised approaches. One of the schools was

Kelso High School,a new school near Bathurst. Unfortunately, beCause of

it&
staff movements among personnel assisting in aata collectioh, tomplete ICEQ

data are not yet available for analysis. The other school, Muirfield High

School, is located in the Sydney metropolitan pea. Data collected from

administration of the ICEQ to some classes at this school form the basis

for discussion in this section.

Muirfield High School opened in 1976 and, from its inception, emphasised

individualisation and flexible use of time and space. In particular, an

"Individual Progresston Programme" was introduced to cater for individual

differences,in student learning rates and interests and to develop student

capacity for self-directed work. A grant in 1978 from the Schools Commission

Innovations Program for the'sum of approximately $24,000 was used to support

preparation of,materials of stimulating format for use during periods of

self-directed work.

As a major aim of the program at Muirfield High School was to develop

a more individualised learning environment, student perceptions on the Actual

form of the ICEQ could be used as an index of program effectiveness.

Nevertheless, because no pretest /CEQ data had been collected near the
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TABLE 11. Differences between Muirfield 4nd Comparison Group Means on

each Scale of Stident Actual Foim of ICEQ

ICEQ Scale

Means

Muirfield

(N=6)

Comparison

(N =34)

Effect Sizea

Personalisation 33.1 31.5 0.6- 1.5

Participation 34.8 434.1 0.3 0.8

Independence 31.3 28.4 0 . 8 2.1*

Investigation 19.9 20.5 -0.7

Differentiation 28.2 25.6 1.0 2.2*

a
Effect size is obtained by dividing the difference between means by the
standard deviation for the comparison group.

* p<.05
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beginnin of the program in 1976, It was ,not possible meaningfully to gauge

11611changes in assroom individualisation associated with the program's

introduction. It was possible, however, to facilitate interpretation of
.

dt-the profile of scores obtained at Muirfield High School in.1979 by comparing -

it with the profile of scores obtained with the larger "comparison" sample

of 34 classes described in Chapter 2.

The sample which responded to the Actual form of the ICEQ at Muirfield'

was the entire Year 7group consisting of 128 students in six Separate

classes. Table 11 shows the mean obtained on each ICEQ scale by the sample

of classes at Muirfield High School and by the comparison group of 34

classes (reported previousl)kin Table 2). This table shows that the mean

scores obtained at Muirfield High School were higher than the Comparison

group means on all ICEQ scales except Investigation.

The third column of figures in Take11 shows the effect size, which

is a measure of the differences between MUirfield and comparison means.

The effect size is defined as the difference Joetween means divided,by the
/ '

standard deviation for the comparison group using the class mean, as the

unit of analysis (Glass, 1977; McCaw and Glass, in press). These effect

sizes indicate a relatively large difference in means for three scales.

In fact, the-difference between means was 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 standard deviations

for the Personalisation,
Independence and Differentiation

scales, respectively.

The last column in Table 11 shows the results obtained when a t test for

dependent samples was conducted to test the differences between means on each

`ICEQ scale. Although these significance tests have relatively low statistical

power because of the small sample size in one group (only six classes),

Muirfield means were still found to be significantly higher than comparison

group means for both the Independence and the Differentiation scales.

Taken together the results in Table 11' generally.show that students at

,a' sehool involved in an innovation in individualisation perotkved
their
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classes as more individualised than did comparison group students on

several ICEQ dimensions. In turn, this finding, provides support for the
/

criterion validity of the Student Actual form of the ICEQ and to

the potential usefulness of the ICEQ in monitoring school-level innovations

in individualisation.
ti

CHANGES. IN BEGINNING TEACHERS' PREFERENCES FOR INDIVIDUALISATION

The Teacher preferred form of th&ICEQ can be thought

of specific teacher pedagogical attitudes, namely,attit

as a measure

or preferences

for five dimensions of classrooM individualisation. Consequ y the Teacher

Preferred form of the ICEQ is potentially useful foi. exp g changes in

teachers' pedagogical attitudes over time (e.g., during inservice or pre-,

service courses), or fo studying correlates of teachers' pedagogical

attitudes. Whereas is section describeautudy of changes in teachers'

preferences for individualisation, the next section is devoted to an inve ti-d
k,...N

gatibnof several predictorp of individualisation preferences.
)

,

A particularly interesting and important period over which to study

changes in pedagogical attitudes is during the first year of teaching after

preservice, t aining. Evidence emerging Iroffila major recent Australian study

of beginning teachers (Tisher, FyfieLd and Taylor, 1979) suggests that the

induction process for many-beginning teachers is unsatisfactory in a number

of ways. Neertheless the number of studies which has examined specific

pedagogical attitudes among beginning teachers is sparse (Power, 1979), and

'research which examines changes,in attitudes to individualisation occurring

among beginning teachers is virtually nonexistent. Related research which

has been conducted in Australia (e.g., Marsh, 1976) and overseas (e.g., Hoy,

1968; Jacobs; 1968), however,, has revealed that beginning teachers have

experienced declines in positive pedagogical attitudes, particular4, those

associated with classroom management and control.
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The Preferred form of the ICEQ was employed in studying changes in

".pedag g cal attitudes'among the sample of 34 beginning teachers used in

several antlyses.previodsly descried in this report. This group- initially

responded tolte-ICEQ in 1977 as a pretest towards the end of-their foutak

years of teadher education at Macquarie University, and then again as a

posttest towards the end of second term 1978 after approximately six months'43.

experience as beginning teachers. Consequently, pretest-posttest changes on

the ICEQ's Preferred Form provided a measure of changes in beginning

trachgrs' preferences for fiv'e dimensions of classroom individualisation.

Table 12 shows for each ICEQ scale the pretest mean obtained towards

the end of preservice training and the posttest mean obtained aftet two

school terms as beginning teachers. The third column of figurep shows

that the difference in means occurring between Pretest and-posttest was

relatively large for two scales. In fact, the magnitude of the pretest:.

. posttest change was 2.5 (about two thirds of.a
standarddeviation)for the0

Personalisation scale and 2..9 (about half a.standard -deviation).fOr'the

Investigation scale. TI-1:Talt column of figures in 12 shows the

results of t tests for dependent samples for panget on each 'ICEQ scale.,

These results indicate that the change& occurring in preferences on both

the Personalisation and Investigation scales were statistically significant

(p< .05) .

The directions of these tWo significant findings' suggest that beginning

teachers"attitUdes towards or preferences for classiOoM Personalisation and

Investigation became' more positive during the inievval between the'end of

preservicetraining and the end f"six months.of fuli-time'teaching.

Furthermore the existence of these significant changes over time suggests.

the potential usefulness of the Teacher" Preferred form of the'ICEQ 4n,futuie

research-into teachers' 'attitudes towards dimensions of classroom

individualisation:

-PO Jj



TABLE 12. Changes in Beginning Teachers' Preferences for Classroom Individualisation

ICEQ Scale Pretest Posttest Standard
Difference DeviatiOn

Mean Mean of

Differences

r

t

Personalisation 40.4 42.9 2.5 5.0 2.9** \I

Participation 40.1 41.1 1.0 3.8 1.5

Independence_ 25.9 '25.6 -0.3 6.1 -0.2

Investigation 35.8. 38.7 2.9 7.2 2.3*

Differentiation '28:2 28.5- 0.3 5.0. 0.3

* **

. _
er--*
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The magnitudes of the differences in means shown in Table 12 suggest

that there was little consistent change in preferences experienced on

several ICEQ scales by the_majority of teachers. Nevertheless the magni-

tudes of standard deviations of teachers' pretest-posttest differences

suggest that individual beginning teachers did, in fact, experience

appreciable changes in preferences on ICEQ scales, although the direction
\c,

*

of changes'was not the same for all teachers. Furthermore,

the fact that beginning teacher's experienced chaftges in preferences which_

dif ?ered in both magnitude-and sign justifies the investigation of predictors

of changes in preferences described in the. following sect -ion.

PREDICTORS OF BEGINNING TEACHERS' PREFERENCES

FOR INDIVIDUALISATION

The previous section was devoted to a study of the changes in teacher

preferences for individualisation occurring between the end of preservice

training and the end of second term as beginning teachers. This section

describes an investigation of factors associated with these changes in

preferences. Whereas the next three subsections discuss the three classes

of predictors chosen (namely, A curriculum materials variable, student

preferences for individualisation and school-level environment variables),

the fourth subsection reports data analyses,and results.

Curriculum Materials Variable

There is some research evidence from studies of science teachers in

the United States (e.g., Lazarowitz, 1976) and-Australia (e.g., Fraser and

Northfield, 1979) that these of particular` curriculum materials promotes
..fe"

changes in teachers' pedagogical attitudes. Consequently, in the present

context, it is intuitively plausible that changes occurring ih beginning

teachers' attitudes to individualisation might be dependent upon the nature

of the curriculum materials used by these teachers during their first year
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of teaching. In particular, whether individualised or conventional

curriculum materials are used during this time could influence preferences

for classroom individualisation.

Consequently the present study included a dichotomous curriculum

materials variable designating whether each of the 34 teachers used either

individualised or conventional materials during the first year of teaching.

1(
This curriculum variable is identical to the variable employed in analyses

described earlier in this chapter.

Student Preferences for Individualisation

Although some writers.have intimated that student expectations,

attitudes and preferences do influence teacher attitudes and behaviours

(Ryan, 1970; Morrison and McIntyre, 1973), empirical evidence supporting

this contention is scarce. Nevertheless writers such as Lortie (1969) and

Lieberman and Miller (1978) have recognised that students play an important

role in the process of teacher socialisation.

In the present investigation of change? in beginning teachers'

preferences for individualisation, it was decided to include as predictor

variables the preferences for individualisation among students taught by

the teachers. As only one of the classes taught by a given beginning

teacher was involved in other parts of the study (see Chapter 2); the means

obtainedon the Student Preferred form of the ICEQ by that class were used

in the study of correlates of teachers' preferences. Consequently, as the

preferences of students in all of a particular beginning teacher's classes

could infludnce that teacher's prleferences, the present analyses involving

the preferences of only one class provide a conservative estimate of the

importance of student pre'ferred individuakisation.as a predictor variable.
.
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School-Level Environment

It is likely that forces operating in the school environment' could

influence beginning teacheis' pedagogical attitudes. Lacefield and Mahan

(1979) contend that a teacher's attitudes are likely to change in directions

which align them with the underlying values of the school and the local

group norms. Kuhlman and Hoy (1974) have assumed that beginning teachers'

attitudes are likely to be influenced by both formal socialisation processes

(those implemented officially by the school) and informal ones (those occurring

through interaction with fellow teachers). Similarly, Hannam, Smyth and

Stephenson (1976) recognise that major preoccupations of the beginning

teacher are, relationships with teaching colleagues and the official and

unofficial rules of the school. Similarly Tisher, Fyfield and Taylor's (1979)

recent study of beginning teachers in Australia suggested that beginning
4

teachers were very aware of their need for a supportive and encouraging

school environment.

review of the literature served to identify several key aspects of

the school environment which are likely to affect the pedagogical attitudes

and classroom practices of neophyte teachers. These include the nature of

pgisonal relationships among teachers and between teachers and students;

opportunities for personal and professional development; the organisational

structure (e.g., leadership, decision-making, support and propensity for

change); and the goal orientation and social structure of the school.

Because of the importance of these school-level environmental factors, the

author and his colleague A. John Rentoul developed a new instrument, the
i

.. *School-Level Environment Questionnaire (SLEQ), to facilitate assessment and
.

study of these variablesin the present investigation.

*
Articles describing the development and use of the SLEQ are not yet available.
Ipterested readers may request further information'and a copy of the
instrument from the author at School of Education, Macquarie University,,
North Ryde,, N.S.W. 2113.
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The development of the SLEQ was guided by the following three criteria:

1. Dimensions chosen characterised important characteristics of the school

environment described in the literature (e.g., Halpin and Croft, 1963;

Corwin, 1969, 1973; Gross, Giacquinta and Bernstein, 1971) and in other

instruments mea,suring organisational climate in general, or school

climate in particular (Halpin and Croft, 1963; Coughlan and Cooke, 1974;

Finlayson and Deer, 1979).

2. Dimensions chosenprovided coverage of the three general categories of

dimensions - namely, Relationship Dimensions, Personal Development

Dimensions and System Maintenance and System Change Dimensions - delineted

by Moos (1974) for conceptualising human environments (see Chapter 2 for

further details).

3. Didaensions chosen and individual items were considered salient and suit-

able by a group of educational researchers and practising teachers.

It was found that the above criteria could be satisfied with the following

five scales: Affiliation, Professional Interest, Achievement Orientation,

Formalisation, and Innovativeness.

An initial pool of items was written for each SLEQ scale and this was

modified after receiving reArtions solicited from groups of educational

researchers and practising teachers. The last step involved refining scales

to form a final version by application of the item analysis techniques des-

cribed by Fraser (1977) to data collected from a sample of 83 teachers from

19 coeducational gdvernment schools (seven primary and 12-secondary) in the

Sydney metropolitan area.

the final version of the SLEQ contains 35 items, with each of the five

scales being assessed 0 seven items. Each item is scored on a five-point

scale with the responses of Strongly Agree, Agree, Not Sure, Disagree and

Strongly Disagree. The scoring direction is reversed for appro*imately half

of the items. Table 13 further clarifies the nature of the SLEQ by showing
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TABLE 13. Descriptive Information for each Scale of SLEQ

Scale Name
. Moos'

General
Category

Description of Scale Sample Itema

Affiliation

Professional
Interest

Achievement
Orientation

Formalisation

Innovativeness

Relationship

Personal
Development

Personal
Development

System
Maintenance

System

Maintenance

Teachers can obtain assistance, advice'
and encouragement and are made to feel
accepted by colleagues.

Teachers discuss professional matters,
show interestin their work and seek
further professional development.

Teachers value and expect high
student achievement, and competition
among students is encouraged.

Teachers are expected to comply with
set rules, guidelines and procedures,
and are supervised to ensure rule
compliance.

The school is in favour of planned
change and experimentationand fosters
classroom openness and individualisation.
Teachers try out different curriculum
materials and teaching methods.

I feel that I could rely
on colleagues for assist
ance if I should need it.

Teachers frequently discuss
teaching methods and
strategies with each other.

There is a great emphasis
on academic achievement at
this school.

I am often supervised to
ensur that I follow
directzi.ons correctly.

Teachers are encouraged to
be innovative in this school.

a
All items shown are scored by allocating scores of 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1, respectively for the responses Strongly Agree,
Agree, Not Sure, Disagree and Strongly Disagree. Some other items in-the SLEQ are scored in the reverse manner.
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TABLE 14. Alpha Reliability and mdan Correlation of a Scale with other Four Scales for each Scale of SLEQ for

Validation (N=83) and Crossvalidation Sample (N=34)

Scale Name

Mean Correlation
No. of Alpha Reliability with Other Scales

Items Valid. Crossvalid. Valid. Crossvalid.

Affiliation 7 0.87 0.85 0.34

orofessional Interest 7 0.86 0.81 0.29 0.29

Ir
Achievement Orientation 7 0.91 0.91 0.17 0.23

4

Formalisation 7 0.73 0.68 0.31 0.05

Innovativeness 7 0.84 0.78 0.38 0.22

78
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the classification of each scale according, to Moos' scheme and by providing

a scale description and sample item for each-scale.

Validation data available for the ICEQ incluBe information about each

scale's internal consistency (Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient) and
4.

discriminant validity (mean correlation with the other four scales).

Table 14 shows the values obtained for the alpha coefficient and the mean

correlation with the other scales both for the validation sample of 83

teachers and for a"crossvalidation sample consisting of the'34 beginning

\,..teachers used throughout this report. These data suggest that all SL

scales have acceptable internal consistency and discriminant validity.

Analyses and Results

The basic design of this study involved the prediction of,beginning

teachers' Preferences for classroom individualisation from a set of eight

predictOr variables. The five criterion variables consisted of scores

obtained'on the Teacher Preferred form of the ICEQ by the sample of 34

beginning teachers after. they had been teaching in their schools for approxi-

mately six months. A separate analysis was performed for each of the five

criterion variables using the following eight predictor variables:

. scores on the corresponding Teacher Preferred ICEQ scale at pretesting
late in 1977 towards the end of preservice training

. class mean scores on the corresponding Student
Preferred ICEQ 'scale

. curriculum materials variable (defined in terms of usage of either
individualised or conventional materials)

. the five dimensions of school environment measured by the SLEQ.

Multiple regression techniques were chosen for analysing the present4\

L_--
data for the same reasons that were outlined in Chapter 3 in relation'to

;

predictive validity studies. In particular, it was deSirabld to test the

0.05 level of confidence was chosen for the majority of,tests, it was decided

80
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combined effect of the block of five school environment variables prior-to

examining individual school environment predictors. Although the conventional
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to adopt the 0.1 level of confiden6e as the condition to be applied,,to the,

block of school environment dimensions. That is, tests for individual SLEQ

scale's were performed only if the block of five SLEQ scales accounted for a

significant amount of variance at the 0.1 level. This approach provided

reasonable-protection against Type I errors while maintaining an adequate

level of statistical power for the present relatively small sample size (lik34).

In the predictive validity studies reported in Chapter 3, the grounds

for an a priori ordering of predictor variables were sufficiently strong

to permit the use of the hierarchical regression approach. In the present

analyses, pretest scores on the corresponding Teacher Preferred scale were

entered first into the regre'ssion equation prior to the other predictors

because this permitted exploration of predictors of the "changes" occurring

in teachers', preferences during the time of transition from student teacher

to beginning teacher(see Cohen and Cohen, 1975). As there were no strong

grounds'for an a priori ordering of the other predictors (i.e., corresponding

Student Preferred scale, Curriculum materials variable and block of school

environment variables), these variables were entered simultaneously-into

the regression equation to provide the most conservative tests of relationships.

That is, the effect of each of these predictors was estimated in terms Of an

increment in criterion variance beyond that attributable to all other

predictors (including Teacher Preferred pretest).

Table 15 shows the results of these multiple regression analyses.

The first column of figures shows that the full eight-term model accounted

for between 31.7 and 50.4 per cent of the variance in scores on different

preferred individualisation scales. A significant relationship (1)4(.05)

existed between the set oreight predictors and three ICEQ scales, namely,

Participation, Independence and Differentiation. The second column of figures

,shows that scores on the corresponding Teacher Prefeired scale accounted for
r '

a significant contribution to criterion variance of 27.0 per cent for the

Participation scale, 15.2 per cent for the Independence scale and 19.1 per.cent
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TABLE 15. Percentage of Variance in Five Teacher Preferred Individualisation-Scales,Accounted for by Corresponding

Teacher Preferred Individualisation Pretest, Corresponding Student Preferred Individualisation Scale,

--Curriculum_MaterialS Variable and Five School Environment Variables
42)

a

Teacher
Preferred

Individualisation -

Scale

4

-
Percentage of Variance

R(%)

for
Full

8 -Term

Model

'
R (%),.

for -
Cortes.

TeAcher
Prtfer.

Pretest

Unique .AR
2
(%) Beyond Teacher

Pieferred Pretest,
Unique AR(%)

for Significant
Individual

Prediiors*

,Corres.
Student
Prefer.
Scale

.CurticuluM B k of
Materials -5 School
Variable Environment

Variables

Peponalisation

Participation

IndependenCe

`Investigation:

Differentiation

31.7

45.4*

49.2*

32:9

50.4*

'

*

10.5

H 27.0*

H 15:2*

2.5

H '19.1**

2.9

5.2

H 12.8*

9.4

5.8

2.3

0.2

0.3

0.4.

10.y

7.5

30.3*

16.0

2,2.0 (.1)

L 11.1*- (Form.).

X 10.1* annoy

L 10.1* (Form.)

(.1) p<.1, ,* p<,.05, ***p<.01

H H1gher,scores on predictor variable 'were associated with higher teacher preferred individualisation scores.

L Lower scores on school environment scale were associated with highr- teacher preferred individualisatibp scores.
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for the Differentiation scale. In each of these three cases, a positive

relationshiexisted between Teacher Preferred scores at pretesting,and

posttesting.

The third column of Table 15 shows that scores onthe corresponding

Student Preferred scale accounted for between'0.9 and 12.8 per cent of

the variance in Teacher Preferred posttest scores beyond that attributable

to Teacher Preferred pretest scores, the curriculum variable and the block

of school environment scales. This increment was significant (p< 0514only

for the Investigation scale, and the interpretation of this result was. that

a positive relationship.existed between Teacher Preferred Investigation

scores and Student' Preferred Investigation scores. The ,fourth column of

figures in the tablp indicates that the curriculum variable accounted for

a nonsignificant increment (beyond that'attributable'to the other seven

predictors) in the variance of
Teacher_Preferred-individualksation scores--

of between 0.2 and 5.8 per cent for different ICEQ scales.
,

v
The-qifth column in Table 15 shows'thatfr block of five school

environment variables accounted for an increment of between 7.5 apd 30,3

per cent of the variarice*in Teacher
Prefelared individualisation scales

(beyond that attributable to Tea ,cher Preferred pretest, Student Preferred

scores and/turriculum material;r. These increments were significant for,

two scales, namely, Independence (p.05) and 'Differentiation '(p< .1) .

When the variance attributable to the block of SLEQ scales was further

partitioned for the Independence scale, it was found that the Formalisation

scale accounted for a significant increment of 11.1 per cent in criterion

variance (beyond Teacher Prefer retest, Student Preferred scores and

curriculum materials). The tnnovativelitess scale accounted forla further

significant increment of 10.1 per cent in the variance of Preferred

Independence scores_. For the Differentiation scale, it was found that the

.Formalibsation scale accounted for an increment of 10.1 per cent of criterion

/(1



variance (beyond Teacher Preferred pretest, Student Preferred scores and

curriculum materials).'

The interpretations of tht three, significant findings for individual

school environment variables were that ,teachers with preferences for greater

classrooms IndependenceIndependence wete found in schools with less Formalisation and

Innovativeness, while teachers with preferences far greater classroom

Differentiation Were found in schools with less Formalisation. Certainly

it is intuitively plausible that greater school Formalisation could promote

in beginning teachers a less positive attitude towards dimensions of class-

room individualisation such as Independence or Differentiation. Althotigh

there is some implausibility in the finding that greater Innovativeness in

the school environment was linked with preferences for less classroom

Independence, it is possible that the student control problems which can

accompany school Innovativentss could le -ad to a less positive attitude

towards catering for student Independence in the classroom. Caution should
4

be exercised in placing too much weight on the findings for individual school

environment variables, however,,until the present research has been replicated.

While the tentativeness of results in this section must be acknowledged,

.-
analyses have revealed, a number of fascinating findings about fac.torS

.
,

associated with beginning teachers' attitudes towards ',classroom
/ .

.individualisation. In particular, it was found that student preferences

for classroom individualisation and the level of Formalisation and

Innovativeness in the school environnient were linked with beginning,teachers'

preferences for.certain dimensions of individualisation. In turn,the

existence of these relationships supports the usefulness of the Teacher(

Preferred form of the ICEQ as a source of criterion variables in studies

, of predictors of teachers' pedagogical attitudes.



PREDICTORS OF ACTUAL INDIVIDUALISATION IN

BEGINNING TEACHERS' CLASSROOMS

The previous section described a study of predictors of beginning

teachers' preferences for classroom individualisation as measured by the

Teacher Preferred form of the ICEQ. In contrast, this section describes a

study which employs a very similar set of predictor variables together with

the Teacher Actual form of the ICEQ in investigating factors associated

with levels of actual individualisation in beginning teachers' classrooms.

The next two subsections briefly describe the predictor variables used, while

the third subsection reports analyses and results'.

Preferred Individualisation

According to Power (1977), teachers' beliefs about (or attitudes to or

preferences for) classroom practices have a powerful influence on their

actual classroom behaviour. In particular, an important Australian study

of associations between teachers' values about teaching and their classroom

ipteractibn patterns revealed that teachers tended to foster classroom

environment characteristics which were in accord with their own pedagogical'

beliefs and preferences (Tisher,and Power, 1975). Consequently, the present

study of.actual classroom individualisation included among the predicAr

variables teachers' preferences for classroom individualisation as measured

by thethe Teacher Preferred form of the ICEQ.

Curriculum Materials, Student Preferences and School-Level Environment

In the previous section on beginning teachers' preferences for

individualisation, predictors included alicurriculum materials variable,

student preferences for classroom individualisation and five school-level

environment dimensions. The literature can be used to justify the inclusion

of these same I'artables as predictors in the present analyses involying,

actual classroom individualisation as criterion. The inclusion of the
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curriculum materials variable can be justified in terms of prior research

which has shown that student perceptions of actual classroom environment

have differentiated revealingly between classrooms following alternative

curriculum materials (Anderson, Walberg and Welch,' 1969; Cort, 1979;

Fraser, 1979a; Levin, 1980). Incorporating student preferences as pre-

dictors of actual classroom environment can be justified in terms of various

theoretical positions such as Haller's (1967) view that students shape

teacher behaviour through the mechaniSm of operant conditioning or Turner's
1

(1967) model linking student, characteristics to teachers' behaviour. The

literature also suggests that factors in the schoOl environment (e.g.,

relationships with, colleagues, the official and unofficial rules of .the

school) are likely to be powerful forces which affect the beginning teachers'

practices and classroom environment (Hannam, Smyth and Stephenson, 1976;

Lacefield and Mahan, 1279; Tisher, Fyfield and Taylor, 1979): In particular, --

Willower and Jones (1963) c,laim that beginning teachers feel restricted in

the kinds of classroom innovations they can employ because more open methods

Leave them open to the charge of softness.

The variables of curriculum materials, student preferences and school-
-,

level environment were measured in the present analyses in' the same way as

in the study described in the previous section. That is, the curriculum

materials variable was a dichotomous variable designating whether indi-

vidualised or conventional materials were being used, student preferences

' were measured by class mean scores on the Student Preferred form of the

ICEQ, and school environment.was measured usingthe five scales of the SLEQ.

Analyses and Results

The basic design of the present Study"of predictors of actual classroom

individualisation was,very similar to that of the study of predictors of

preferred individualisation described in the previous section. Scores

obtained by the group of 34 beginning teachers and their students at the

8"



end of second term 1978'provided the data for the analyses. Whereas scores

on the Teacher Preferred,fanm.of the ICEQ provided the criterion variables

in the previous analyses, the present study employed scores on the Teacher

Actual form of the ICEQ as criterion variables. In the previous analyses,

pretest scores obtained in 1977 on the corresponding Teacher Preferred scale

were entered first in each regression equation. Analogously in the present

analyses, scores obtained in 1978 on the-corresponding Teacher Preferred

scale were entered first into the regression equations. As in the previous

analyses, the same set of seven predictor variables - namely, the correspond-

ing Student Preferred ICEQ scale, the curriculum materials variable and the

five school environment scales - were, entered simultaneously into each

regression equation after the variance attributable to corresponding Teacher

Preferred scores had been removed. As before, tests for individual SLEQ

scales were performed only if the block of five SLEQ scales accounted_fat a

significant increment in criterion variance at the 0. level of confidence.

In summary, a separate multiple -regression analysis was conducted for

each of the five Teacher Actual ICEQ scales using the following eight

predictor variables:

. scores on the_ corresponding Teacher Preferred ICEQ scale

. class mean scores on the corresponding Student Preferred ICEQ-scale

. curriculum materials variable (Individualised/conventional)

. the five school environment
variables measured by the SLEQ.

Table16 contains the results of the five separate regression analyses.

The first column of figures shows that the full.eight-term model accounted

for a significant contribution (p<.05) cf between 48.6 and 78.3 per cent

to the variance in Teacher Actual individualisation scales. The second

column shows that scores on the corresponding Teacher Preferred individualisatio

scale accounted for a significant contribution (p.: .05) to Teacher Actual

individualisatidb scores of 17.8 per cent for the Personalisation scale,

27.7 per cent for the Participat m scale, 63.3 per cent for the Independenct
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TABLE 16. Percentage of Variance in Five Teacher Actual Tiltavidualisation' Scales Accounted for by Corresponding

Teacher Preferred Individualisation Scale, Corresponding Student Preferred IndiVidualisation Scale,

Curriculum Materials Variable and Five School Environment Variables

Teacher

Percentage of Variance

R(%) R
2
(%) Unique AR

2
(%) Beyond Teacher

Actual for for Preferred Scale
Individualisation Full Corres. Corres. Curriculum Block of

Scale 8-Term Teacher Student Materials 5 School
Model Pref. Prefer. Variable Environment

Scale Scale Variables

Unique AR(%)

for Significant
Individual
Predictors

H 12.1* (Affil.)

8.9* (Innov.)
,Personalisation

Participation

Independence

Investigation

Differentiation

50.9*

66.8**

78.3**

59.6**

48.6*

H 17.8*

H 27.7**

H 63.3**

0.8

H 39.7**

frY

1.7

1.2

0.8

2.1

0.5

1.3

1 24.1 **

I 4.5*

I 15.5**

25.1*

8.3

9.1

17.7

3.8

(.1)

(.1)

H

H

H

(.1)'p<.01, * p<.05, ** p<.01
is

3.8* (Prof. Int.)

9.9* (Ach. Or.)

4

H -Higher scores on the predictor variable Were associated with higher teacher actual individualisation scores.

I Individualised curriculum materials were associated with higher teacher actual individualisation scores.
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scale and 39.7 per cent for the Differentiation scale. In all cases1

a positive relationship existed between scores on Teacher Actual and

Preferred scales.

The third column in Table 16 indicates that scores on the corresponding

Student Preferred scale accounted for a nonsignificant increment of between

0.5 and 2.1 per cent of the variance in a Teacher Actual ICEQ scale (beyond

Teacher Preferred scores, curriculum materials and school environment).

The fourth column shows that the curriculum materials variable accounted

for a significant increment (p<.05) in variance (beyond Teacher Preferred

scores, Student Preferred scores and school environment variables) of 24.1

per cent for the Participation scale, 4.5 per cent for the Independence

scale and 15.5 per cent for the Investigation scale. In each of these

three cases, teachers in classrooms using individualised curriculum materials

perceived greater Actual classroom individualisation than teachers in

\classrooms, following conventional materials.

The fifth column of results in Table 16 indicates that the increment

criterion variance explained by the block of school environment variables

(beyond the three variables of Teacher Preferred individualisation, Student

Preferred individualisation and curriculum materials) ranged from 3.8 to

25.1 per cent for different Teacher Actual ICEQ scales. This increment was

significant (p<.1) for the Personalisation, Independence and Investigation

es. Further partitioning of the variance associated with the block of

SLEQ scales for the Personalisation, Independence and Investigation scales

revealed four cases in which an individual SLEQ dimension accounted for a

significant increment in criterion variance. Scores on the Affiliation scale

accounted, for a significant increment of 12.1 per cent of the variance-in

Actual Personalisation scores beyond the three preceding predictors. Scores

on the Innovativeness scale accounted for a further.8.9 per cent of the .

variance of Actual Personalisation scores. Professional Interest scores

accounted for a significant increment of 3.8 per'cent in the variance of
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Actual Independence scores, while Achievement Orientation accounted for an

increment of 9.9 per cent in, the variance of Actual Investigation scores

,(beyond the preceding three predictors in eac case). An examination Of

the directions of.these four relationships Indicated that greater Affiliation

and Innovativeness in the school environment was associated with greater

classroom Personalisation, greater school Professional Interest was associated

with greater classroom Independence and greater school Achievement

Orientation was associated with more classroom Investigation.

The set of analyses described in this section yielded numerous sig-,

nificant findings of interest. Scores on an actual classroom individualisation

scale were found to be significantly related to scores on the corresponding

Teacher.Preferred scale for four ICEQ scales, but to be related to scores

on the corresponding Student Preferred scale in no cases. Classes using

conventional curriculum materials, in comparison with those using con-

ventional materials, were found to have greater actual classroom Participation,

Independence and Investigation. Results for individual school environment

predictors also yielded a further four significant findings. Greater class-

room Personalisation was found in schools with greater Affiliation-and

Innovativeness, greater classroom Independence was found in schools with

more Professional Interest, and more classroom Investigation was found in

schools with greater Achievement Orientation.

Because of the exploratory and tentative nature of the prese t findings,

it would be imprudent to atginpt a more confident interpretation o findings

for individual school environment variables without evidenck from replication

studies. Nevertheless the present study, which.is one of the first to explore
,

relationships between school-level and classroom-level environment, has

established some fascinating but tentative patterns of findings. While there

is considerable'scope for further research in this area, the results available

to date attest to the usefulness of the ICEQ as a sourcd of criterion variables

in studies of pred.i -tors of actual classroom environment.
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CONCLUSION

ti

This chapter reported six sets of analyses in which scores on various

forms of the ICEQ were used as dependent variables and-which furnished

evidence about the ICEQ's criterion validity. The main findings of these

analyses.are summarised bdlow:

.-the fact that scores on several scales in the Actual forms of the ICEQ

were found to be significantly/higher
in classrobins using individualised

curriculum materials than in classrooms fallowing conventional

materials supported the criterion validity of the ICE9's.ACtual forms.

2: A comparison of scores obtained on the four forms of the ICEQ by the

same sample of classes revealed that, first; both teachers and students

tended to prefer gieater emphasis on dimehsions,of classroom individuall.-

sation than they perceived as being actually,present and, second, teachers

tended to perceive greater actual individualisation in theii classrooms

than was perceived by students in the same classrooms.
-.,

3. The finding that students in a school implementing an innovation in

individualisation perceived their classes as more individualised than

did a comparison group supported the criterion:validityof the ICEQ's

Student Actual form and its usefulness in monitoring school innovations

ih

4. The finding*that,beginning teachers' preferences for two dimensions of

;7classroom individualisation became significantly more positive during

the first year of teaching attested to the potential usefulness of the

ICEQ's Teacher Preferred form in research into teachers' pedagogical

attitudes.

A study of predictors of beginning teachers' pref rtnces for classroom

individualisation revealed that student preferen es for classroom

individualisation .and psychosocial characteristic of the school-level
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environment (namely, Formalisation and Innovativeness) were linked with

teacher attitudes as measured by the ICEQ's Teacher Preferred form;

6. A study of predictors of beginning teaGhers' actual classroom

individualisation revealed that a curriculum materials variable

(individualised/conventional) and psychosocial qharacteristics of the

school-level-environment (namely, Affiliation, Professional Interest,

Achievement Orientation and Innovativeness) were linked with actual

classroom individualisation as measured by the ICEQ's Teacher Actual form.

Taker together evidence accruing from the series of six data analyses

provides. considerable support for the criterion validity of the ICEQ and for

its potential usefulness as a source of dependent variables in a variety of

research contexts. In particular, evidence reported in this chapter suggests

the usefulness of the Actual form of the ICEQ as a source of criterion

variables in the evaluation of individualised curriculum materials or school

programs. Also the Teacher Preferred form of the'ICEQ was found to be useful

in studies of changes in and predictors of teachers' attitudes to or

-preferences for dimensions of classroom individualisation. Similarly the

Teacher Actual form of the ICEQ proved to be useful in a study of predictors

of levels of actual individualisation in classrooms.

Although caution is needed before pier'c'ing too much weight on findings

from the series of initial investigations reported here, the results which

have emerged are sufficiently interesting to justify other workers' attempts

to replicate and extend the research. Certainly there is considerable scope

to employ the ACtual'forms Of ICE as criteria when evaluating innovations

in classroom individualisation and to use the T cher Preferred form of the

ICEQ in evaluating preservice or inservice cou ses aimed at promoting positive

attitudes towards classroom individualisation. Moreover the present research
which attempted to establis'h links between sdhool-level environment and either

actual or preferred clessrodN-level environment providesz!new and potentially

fruitful direction for future research.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

10

During the 1960's and 1970's, a remarkable amount of research,l,ctivity

focussed on the use of perceptual measures of psychosocial characteristics

of classroom learning environments. This p for research was reviewed

briefly in Chapter 1. Over the past few rears the author has been engaged

in a program of research, funded partly cby ERDC, which was onsistent with

prior traditions in classroom environm nt'researoh. But this research

program also broke new ground because lit involved the development,

validation and use of a new inStrumeni, the Individualised Classroom

Environment Questionnaire (ICEQ), which 'measures important dimensions

neglected in other widely used questiogrgires. These dimensions, which are

called Personalisation, Participation, Independence, Investigation and

Differentiation, distinguish individualised and conventional classroom
4

se'ttingos. The purpose of this concluding- chapter is to 'huMMarise salient

`aspects of previous chapters and to! suggest desirable direction, for future

research.

. f

:Whereas most prior classroom enVironment research has rektricted its

attention to student, perceptions of actual environment, the ICEQ is designed

to provide a basis for an extension of this tradition to incorporate also

0the study of student perceptions of preferred environment, teacher percep-

tions of actual environment and teacher perceptions of preferred environment.

One advantage of having the four different forms of the ICEQ is that it

permits investigation of differences in student and teacher perceptions of

the same classroomvoinddiff.e.r
ces between perceptions of actual and pre-

yr

ferred environment. Another merit in having actual, and ,preferred forms is

that it allows Investigation Of whether the relationship between student
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learning outcomes and actual classroom individualisation is mediated by

student preferences for individualisation.

Although only the research into the criterion validity of the ICEQ

6was unded by ERDC, a"decision was made alsolto include in this report all

.

sprio wor related to the development, validation and predictive validity of`t .

the ICEQ. Th major purpose for doing this is to make past work involving .1

the ICEQ Available to wider audiences, and to encourage and help other

workers who might profitably incorporate the ICEQ into their own research.

Also, to facilitate others' use of the ICEQ,- Appendix A contains a complete

copy of the instrument together with scoring instructions.

Chapter 2 was devoted to outlining the initial development of the ICEQ,

describing its nature and reporting data relevant to its validity Infes

particular; data were presented to support the internal consistenc and

discriminant validitylof the Student Actual and Preferred forms (psing

either the individual or the class mean as the"unit of analySis) and of

the Teacher Actual and Preferred forms. Other,data attested to the Student
e

Actual form's test-retest reliability azi1d ability to differentiate between

classrooms, and revealed sizable posi associations between teacher and
I

student perceptions of the actual envir ent of the same classrooms.

When classroom environment chara ristics are employed as independent

variables, research results yield"inf tion about the predictive validity

of environmental perceptions in accounting for variance in student learning

Outcomes (often beyorid that attributable to student charadteristics such as

preitst performance or,general ability). In fact, evidence accrued from a

large,number and variety of past predictive validity studies reviewed in

,Chapter 1 indicates that class400m environment variables account for

appreciable proportions of the variance in student cognitive and affective

outcomes.



Chapter 3 reported information about the predictive validity of.

student perceptioqs on the Actual form of the ICEQ based upon three

-analyses of two data sets obtained from junior high school classes. The

first analysis -of theffirs data set showed that student perceptions on

the,five ICEQ scales together accounted'for a significant increment in the

variance in an affective outcome but not in two cognitive outcomes (beyond

that attributable to parallel pretest, general ability and sex). Analyses

performed using the second data setadded support for the predictive

validity of the ICEQ in accounting for the variance in several different

attitudina outcomes beyond that attributable to corresponding beginning-of-

year attitudes.

There is considerable scope to replicate and extend the studies reported

i Chapter 3 ofv4he predictive validity of student perceptions pf actual

"es assroom environment. In particular, there is a need to explore the

predictive validity at the Student form of the'ICEQ for samples at va,i,ueUs
.

grade levels and in various geographic locations and using a variety of

learning outcome measures. Furthermore, as no research has been conducted
1

so far into the predictive validity of the Teacher Actual form of the ICEQ,

it is desirable that future research efforts are devoted to exploring

associations between teacher perceptions of actual classroom environment

tiand either student learning outcomes or teacher outcomes (e.g.,,job

Prior predictive validity research has usually employed either the

individual student or the class mean as the unit of analysis. Nevertheless

a small number of studies has employed other units such as theischool mean

(Perkins, 1978), the mean of subgroups of students within the-LI:plass (Walberg,

Singh and Rasher, 1977)..or the student's deviation from his sown class mean

satisfaction).

*(Keeves and Lewis, 1979; Sirotnik, 1979). Another appoacb is to employ

the student as the t-Ait of analysis but to use the Jacknife technique to

adjust regression weights and significance levels to allow for nonindependence-
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of observations (see Marjoribanks, 1980).. The choice of data analytic

unit is of key importance because classroom environment scales may have

different substantive interpretations with different units and because the

'magnitudes of relationships bekween environment and other variables could

.differ with the choice of units of analysis. In the predictive validity

studies reported in chapter 3, the individual student was'employed as the

unit of statistical' analysis. It is desirable that future research

involving the use of the ICEQ involves samples'icsufficiently large to

permit exploration of the effect that adopting different units of analysis

has on the results of studies.

Chapter 3 also reported analyses of Actual: and Preferred scores which

represented a confluence of two previously distinct research traditions,

namely, person-environment fit and classroom environment research. In

particular, relationships between learning' outcomes and actual-preferred

interactions were investigated to test Oether students' preferences for

individualisation mediated relationships between learning outcomes and

actual individualisation. The person-environment fit hypothesis was

supported byseveral significant'findings indicating that the relationship

between learning outcomes and actual' individualisation tended to be positive

for students higher,in preferred individualisation but negative for students, -

lower in preferred individualisation. This pattern of Fascinating but

, tentative findings suggests that actual-preferred
congruence could be more

A
important than' individualisation per se in predicting student cognitive

achievement.

It is highly desirable thal,t future classroom environment research employs

a person-environment interactional framework and attempts to replicate and

extend the promising resdarch done so.far. Further studies are needed to

explore whether the existence of sizable actual-preferred interactions are

replicated when the Student forms of the ICEQ are used with" other samples.
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There is scope also to explore whether actual-preferred interactions between

scores on the Teacher.fories of the ICEQ are P'redictiye'of student or

teacher outcomes. Finally; use of actual and preferred forms of other
As.

classroom environment scps (e.g.," the LEI of"CES) in exploring person-

environment fit h otheses is-highly encouraged.

A review of pfior critefion validity studies reveals thatjclassrobp

'environment variables h proved useful in curriculuin evaluation studies

because environmental perceptitins differentiated revealingly between class-
,

t rooms following alternative curricula (see Chapter 1). In Chapter 4, a

description was given of numerous studies which employed ICEQ- scores as,"

dependent var d which furnished evidence about the ICEQ's criterion

validity.

.Two of the anal s s in Chapter 4 explored the criterion validity of

the Actual forms of the ICEQ. The first of these involved comparison of

crasses using individualised curriculum materials with classos.using

ventional materials in terms of student and teachei'perceptions of actual

environment. The second analysis examined differences between classes in

a school implementing, an innovation in individualisation and a comparison

group of classes. Together these analyses revealed numerous significant

differences, and the direction of these differences in all cases supported '

the criterion'validity of the forms of the ICEQ.

An investigation of differences on the four forms of the'ICEQ fo'r a

sample of teachers and their studentt provided two fascinating patterns of

results. First, incomparison to the emphasis they perceived as being

actually present, both teachers and students tended to prefer greater class-

room individualisation. Second, teachers tended to perceive greater actual

individualisatio in their classrooms than did students in the same

classrooms.
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Other criterion validity analyses involved the use of the Teacher

Preferred form of the ICEQ in examining changes in and predictors of

teachers attitudes to classroom indi-idualisation. Beginning teachers'

'preferences for. two dimensions of individualisation were found to become

more positive during the interval between the end of preservice education

and the end of two .school terms as full-time Tchers. Also itwas found

that beginning teachers' preferences for certain dimensions of classroom

individualisation were linked with student preferences for classroom

individualisation and psychosocial characteristics of the school-level
%

environment (particularly Formalisation and Innovativeness). Consequently
IPthis research attested to the potential usefulneN of the Teacher Preferred

form of the ICEQ in future research into teachers' attitudes towards class-

room individualisation.

The final criterion validity analyses involved exploring predictors of

beginning teachiers' actual classroom environment as measured by the Teacher

Aoktual form of the ICEQ. It was found that tilt level 'of actual individualisatio

was linked with the choice of curriculum materials (individualised or

conventional) and psychosocial aspects of the school-level environment. For
A

example, greater classroom Personalisation was found in schools with greater

Affiliation and-Innovativeness.

Although this set of studies provided much support for the criterion

validity of the ICEQ, it is highly desirable that the ICEQ be lied as a source

of criterion variable in further research. In particular, the Actual forms

could be employed fruitfully as a source of 'Criteria of effectiveness in the
- evaluation of innovations in classroom individualisation, while the Teacher

Preferred form could be used in studies of changes in and predictors of

teachers' katitudes to classroom individualisation.

Although Tisher, Fyfield and Taylor's (1979) study-of Australian beginn-

ing teachers did not set out specifically to relate the effects of school

climate on beginning teachers, the experience gained during the study led
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them to conclude that the nature of the school environment does have an

important influence on the beginning teacher's induction. The present

studies of the criterion, validity of thp Teacher forms of the ICEQ also

have revealed some promising but titative links between psychosociallaspects

of the school environment and beginning teachers' pedagogical attitudes and

actual classroom environment. In fact the research described in 'this report

represents one of the few attempts to explore associations between school-

level and classroom-level environmenj. Consequently. it is highly desirable

that the ICEQ is used ion futpre research which explores relationships between

school-level environment and either actual or preferred classroom-level

environment.

It-IIaleo desirable that the recent emphasis on classrooM environment

research should have some practical,applicaions in facilitating environmental.

change in classrooms. Having Actual and Preferred forms of the ICEQ makes it

passible to use 'data on Actual-preferred discrepancies a a practical basis

for plannin environmental changes which align' the actual environment with

students' or teachers' preferred environment. Although educators generally

have paid surprisingly little attention to this potentially promising idea,

Fr'aser (1980a, ch. 5) illustrates varitzLIIA)s that data collected.using the

Actual and Preferred forms of the ICEQ can be processed to form profiles

useful in guiding systematic attempts, to improve classroom environments.

.)

4
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APPENDIX A: ICEQ ITEMS AND DIRECTIONS FOR ANSWERING AND SCORING

41.

This appendix contains a copy of the following:

1. $tudeAt Actual form of ICEQ (first two pages)

2. Instructions for answering Student Preferred, Teacher Actual
and Teacher Preferred forms of ICEQ (third page)

3. Response Sheet for Student Actual form of ICEQ (fourth page)

4. Scale allocation and scoring directions for tach item in
ICEQ (fifth Tage)

1
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INDIVIDUALISED CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT QUESTIONNAIRE (ICEQ)

STUDENT ACTUAL FORM

DIRECTIONS

1. This questionnaire contains statements about practices which could take
place in your x classroom. You will be
asked how often each practice actually takes pllce in your
classroom.

2., There are no 'right' or 'wrong' answers. Your opinion is what is wanted.

3. Please do not write on this test. All answers should be written on your
Response Sheet.

4. Think about how well each statement describ5s your
'classroom. On your Response Sheet draw a circle around

1 if the practice takes place ALMOST NEVER ,

if the practice takes place SELDOM
3 if the Practice takes place SOMETIMES

.4 if'the practice takes place OFTEN
5 if the practice takes place VERY OFTEN

5. Be Sure to give an answer for all questions. ILIf you change your mind about an
answer, just cross it out and circle another.

1. The teacher talks with each student.

2. All students in the class use the
same textbooks.

3. tudents find out the answers to
AU tions from textbooks rather than
from investigations.

4. The teacher talks rather than listens.

5. The teacher decides where students.
sit.

6. Stud

7. Stude

8. Student
inforrnat

their work in class.

their own speed.

lusions from

9. The teacher takes a personal interest
in each student.

10. The teacher goes out of his way to
help each student.

11. Students choose their partners for
group work.

12. All'studentsin the class do the
same work at the same time.

13. Students carry out investigations
to test ideas.

14. Most students take part in
discussions.

15. The teacher is unfriendly to
students.

16. Different students do different'
work.

17. Students find out the answers to
questions and problems from the
teacher rather than from invest-
igations.

Students give their opinions during
discussions.

19. Different students use different
tests.

20. Students are asked to think about
the evidence behind statements.

.

Further-information about this questionnaire can be obtained from A. Rentoul
and B.,Fraser, Macquarie University.



./\

(Remember you are rating actual ciaserooMr practices)

The teacher lectures without
students asking of answering
questions.

22. Students'are,told
do their work.

23. The teacher helps
is having trouble

24. Students who have
work wait for the
catch up.

exactly how to

each student who
with his work.

finished their
others to

25. Students are told how to behave
in the classroom.'

26. The teacher remains at ble front
of the glass rather than moving
about and talking with students.

27. Students carry out investigations
to answer questions coming' from
class 'discussions.

28. The teacher decides when students
are tdcbe tested.

29. Students are pdnished if they
behave badly in class.

30. Different students use different
books, equipment and materials.

31. Students explain the meaning of
statements, diagrams and graphs,

32. Students are asked questions.

33. The teacher debides which
students should work together.

34. Students are told what will
happen if they break any rules.

35. The teacher cdnsiders students'
feelin4s.

36. Students who work faster than
others move on to the next topic.

37. Students carry out investigations
to answer questions which puzzle
them.

38. Students sit and listen to the
teacher.

39. Students are encouraged to be
considerate of other people's ideas
and.feelings.

40. The same teaching aid (e.g.,

blackboard or.overhead projector) is
used for all students in the class.

41. Investigations are used to answer,
the teacher's questips.

42. Studentd' ideas and suggestions Are
used during classrooM discussion..

43. Students,Oho break the rules get
into trouble.

C

44. The teacher tries to find out what
each student wants to learn about.

45. Students ask the teacher questions.

46. The teacher uses tests to find
out where each student needs help.

47. All students are expected to do
the same amount of work in a
lessRn.

48. Students solve problems by
obtaining information from the
library.

49A. There is classroom discussion.

50. The teacher decides how much
movement and talk there should be
in the classroom.
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0

Directions for Student- Preferred Form

This questionnaite contains statements about practices which could
take place in yotir

classroom. You will
be asked how often you would like or prefer each practice to take
place in your

classroom.

2. There are no 'right' or 'wrong' answers. Your opinion is what is
wanted.

3. Please do not write on this questionnaire. All answers should be
written on your Response Sheet.

4. Think

classroom.
about how Well each statement describes your

On your Response Sheet drawfa.Eircle-around

@ \

1 if you would prefer the practiCe to take place ALMOST NEVER2 if you would prefer the practice to take place SELDOM
3 if you would prefer the praetice to take place SOMETIMES'4 if you would prefer the prTice to take place OFTEN'
5 if you would prefer the practice to take place VERY OFTEN

5. Be sure to give an answer for all questions. Tryon change yourolind
about an answer, just cross it out and circle another.

Directions for 'Teacher Actual Form

...

gf,

This questionnaire is esigned to obtain informatpu about classroom practices
which actually take pla e in your classroom.

f,

Consider how often the teaching practice degcribed in each of the following
statements actually takes placein your classroom.

------
,Indicate your respdnse by circling .the number on your Response Sheet

corresponding to your chosen response. .1.

7

Directions for Teacher Preferred Form

This questionnaire is designed to obtain information about your preferences
.for different classroom practices.

\

Consider how often you would like or prefer the teachipg practice described
in each of the following statements to take place in your classroom.

Indicate -your responsg by circling, the number orb your Response Sheet
corresponding to your chosen response.
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INDIVIDUALI

NAME:

v

CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT QUESTIONNAIRE ( 'CEO

(BLOCK LETTERS)

RESPoNSE SHEET

CLA'SS: BOY /GIRL

PART A ACtUAL CLASSROOM PRACTICES

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9,

10.

Almost
never

1

1

1

1

1

1

.1

1

1

1

Seldom

2

2

2

2

2

`
2

2

2

2

Some-
times

3

3

3

.3

3

3

3

3

3

3

PAGE 1

Almost
never

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

A

2

2-*

i

2

2

2.

2

2

.
2

2

Some-
ft

Oft
times

3
..

3 4

3 A
3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4
. _

3 4

3' 4

3
4

..'

Very
often

5

5

5

5

5

5..,

5

5

5

5

Often

4

ad
4\

,4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Very
often

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17,

18.

19,

20.

(Remember you are rating actual classroom prIctices)

21,

22,

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30,

. 31.

32,

33.
7,1
.r.-t.

35,

Almost
never

1

1

1

1

1

1 '

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.

1

1

Seldom

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Sone-

tames

3

..1

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

.'
3

3

3

often

4

'4

_1J

4

4

4

4

4

4

,4

4

PAGE 7

Almost
neve* ,.

1

1

. I

-1...:401,

1

1

1.

1

1

:eidom

2

2

2

2

2

2

-c-e-
times

3

3

3

3

3

-;ften

w

4

4

4

4

4

often

5

5

5

to
5

5

5

71ry
often

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

-,

5

5

, 5

\

1

,.

Zr
.+,41

37.-
70

39,

40,

41,

42.

43,

411,

46.

117,

48.

19,

50.

(Remember you are rating ad.-ual claasropr :ices)
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INDIVIDUALISED CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT QUESTIONNAIREI(IC V

Scale Allocation a

Personalisation Participation
4,6

1

.

9

+

4-.

4

6

-

+

A

/

10 + 14 +

15 18 + *

,2.3 + 1 21 -

26 32

35 + 38 -

39 +
42 +

44 +
liki % +

46 + 49 4- (

g P2ocedu e

Independenceep
I

endence Investigation Differentiation

,

5 L
i.

.

11
.

+ 8

22 - 13

25 - , 17
, ,41

28 - 20

29 - ,27

33 t - 31

' 34 - 37'

+

/

2

7 +

-...

+ 12 . -

- t 16 +'

19 +

4- 24
-.

t , +

+ 36 +

43 41 + 40

50 - 48 *-- + 47

Items,designated are scored by allocating 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively, to the responses Al ost Never, Seldom,

Sometimes, Often, and Very Often. ,Items designated - are scored in the, reverse manner. Ommitted or invalid

responses are given a score of 3.
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